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ABSTRACT

A questionnaire survey was employed to determine

frequency and importance of 67 job-related activities and

to identify current needs of an available ~opulation of

training and developmenc practitioners in order to

formulate recommendations for academic offerings. Out of

194 questionnaires discributed, 142 were returned in usable

form, givin~ a response rate of 73 percent.

Findings indicate that activities relating to the use

of instructional techniques, to che assessment of needs,

and to the evaluation of programs were highly impactful in

the job of a training and development practitioner. An

analysis of perceived needs showed that respondents desire

new or additional training in computer-assisted

instructional technigues, in needs analysis, in producing

training materials, and in adult l~arning principles.

Factor analyses procedures produced 15 groupings: (1)

counsel employees, (2) use trainer-led instruct ional

t.ec hn i.ques , (3) use learner-active instructional

tech niques, (4) use job/se If instruction r echn Lques , (5)

conduct training and development activities, (6) develop

pro q r aus , (7) detoarmine appropriate training app roa c h , (8)

adapt pa ck aq ed programs, (9) assess needs, (10) evaluate

instructional services, (11) assess performance, (12)

manage the training and development function,

out side consul t a m s , (14) manage finances,
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abreast of new developmen~s.

Hypotheses were tested by the analysis of variance

statistical techni~ue; ~he Scheffe Multiple Comparisons

Test was employed to determine differ~nces between ~roups

on each of three variables: specialization, years of

experience in training and development, and highest level

of education completed. s~gnificant differences were found

between the trainer/instructor/learning specialist category

and the other twO "specializations" (generalist and o r her)

on factors 2, 5, 11, 14, and 15. Factors 10, 12, 13, and

15 made a significant impac~ in the job of respondents who

completed graduate degrees, while factors 3, 10, 13, and 14

were impactful to a significant degree in the work of

practitioners with three or more years in the training and

development field.

Based on the findings, the systems approach to

instructional development was recommended as a foundation

for an academic program at the preservice level. At the

inservice/post-baccalaureate level, experiences in

educational administration procedures in non-school

settings and on "cu~~ing-edge" developments in the f~eld

were recommended.
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CHA PTER I

INTBO DUCT ION

The ~~emendous amoun~ of social and technological

change tha~ has occurred over the last few decades is

expected to continue at an accele~ated rate in the future.

Change has brought abou~ a more complex society in which a

mo~e demanding populace seeks solutions to new and urgent

p~oblems. According to Edgar Schein, "the p~ofessions have

always been r he agen~ by which society dealt with Lr s major

problems".1 Although no one profession can single-handedly

deal with the complexities of contemporary problems,

education has played and will continue to assume a

significant role in the efforts to enhance the quality of

life. In order ~o fill this role successfully, however,

the education profession must continue to change and evolve

to effectively deal with new challenges and complexities

which pe~vade a dynamic society.

In the minds of many people, the te~m "~ducation" is

synonymo us with formal schooling. At least two noted

educators have wa~ned about such a restrictiv~ conception

of the term. Writing in the late 1920's, George Counts

called for schools of education to "CUltivate the entire

field of education ••• (to) train the workers, study the

1 Edgar H. Schein, Professional Education: ~2~g lig~

~!~~£tiorr§ (New York: MCGraW-Hill;-1972):-p:~
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methods and processes, and contribute to the development of

the programs and philosophies of all the major educational

agencies".2

More recently, Lawrence cremin wrote,

To be concerned solely with schools, given the
educational world we are living in today, is to
have a kind of fortress mentality in contending
with a very fluid anu dynamic situation.
Education must be looked at whole, across the
entire life span, and in all the situations and
institutions in which it occurs. 3

At institutions of higher learning, an increasingly

comprehensive view of education is emerginy. Within the

last decade, numerous colleges and universities across the

nation have begun to offer programs to prepare educators

for non-school settings and many more schools currently

have similar programs on their drawing boards.

The College of Education at the University of Hawaii

at Manoa also recognizes its potential role in training

educators to work in non-school organizations. Its

Academic Development Plan III states,

Another group of prospective clients are those
individuals who desire training for a diversity
of non-school educational positions in public and

2 ~eorge s. Counts, "What Is a School ot Education?,"
Te~£~g£§ college Record 30 (April 1929) :649.

3 Lawrence A. Cremin, publi£ EdY£~1io~ (New York: Basic
Books, 1976), p. 59.
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pr i. vate business and professional si tua tions.
Examples of ~hese are educa~ion coordina~ors and
instructors for zoo and a qua r.Lua programs,
communi~l educa~ion cooraina~ors, curriculum
specialists for museum and academy programs,
trainers for business and priva~e indus~ry,

physical fitness coordinators, and coordinators
of adul~ developmen~ programs. National trends,
inquiries by community institutions, dnd DOE
position statements regarding community educa~ion

indicate a need for leadership training for such
prospective personnel."

It is recognized that educators in non-school se~~ings

perform their duties in a wide variety of organizations,

from communit y educa~ion cen~ers to training elnd

uevelopment departments. Due ~o the broadness of the non-

school education field, this paper will focus on one major

aspec~, that of training and development.

Based on national trends, which indicate a growth of

the training and development function of pUblic and private

organizations, an assumption is made that there will be an

increasing need for qualified trainers in the State of

Hawaii, especially on the island of oah u, where most of the

State's industrial,

acti vi ties occur.

commercial, and puhlLc serv ice

Trainers are teachers who perform their duties in non-

school settings. While there exists a well-established

teacner educa~ion program at the universi~y of Hawaii at

- College of Educa'tion, University of
Development Plan III," Honolulu,
(Mimeographed. )

Hawaii,
1981,

"Academic
p. 18.



Manoa, there is no course of scudy ~hich addresses the

specific needs of potential and currently employed training

and development practitioners. However, there is a serious

interest among administrators and faculty of tne College of

Education in developing a program which will meet those

needs.

What are the characteristics of currently employed

training and development practitioners? What do training

and development practitioners really do dnd how important

are those activities to job success? What are their needs?

These questions need answers before any attem~t at program

development can begin.

A logical first step in the plannin~ process is a

determination of the job-related

currently employed practitioners.

tasks and needs of

John Middleton argues

that "a task-oriented curriculum is more likely than others

to be relevant to their learning needs and to incorporate

teaching-learning methods a~propriate for the skills to be

developed". 5

5 John Middleton, "University Trainin~ of Nonformal
Educators," in Ne~ Di£ection§ £.Q~ .!!ighe£ i!gJ!£~t:iQ!h !iQ. ll=
Exe~nding Recurrent ~nd !QBf~~al EgY£~!!QB, issue ed.
David Harman (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, Inc., Summer
1976), p , 54.
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Theoretical Framework-------- -------
In 1918, Franklin Bobbi t proposed the idea of

curriculum-making along scientific lines. This theory is

based on ~he observa~ion ~ha~ human life is made up of

numerous and varied activities which are specific and

discoverable. The role of education, Bobbit con~ends, is

to "discover the particulars" of life by a "program of

analysis" in order to identify those competencies which men

need. 6 From these coeipecencLes , "numerous, definite, and

particularized" objectives are developed and brought to

attainment via a series of learning experiences. 7

From the above statement, assumptions for a new model

of curriculum developmen~--the technical model--emerged.

The technical model presupposes that "nothing is real or

meaningful unless it is observable and is susceptible to

objective analysis; ••• ~hat knowledge

'preparation for life's functions';

worth knowing is

that life's tasks are

reducible to their cons~ituent parts; that learning

represents a change in behavior and since behavior is

demons~ra~ive, learning is observable and meaningful in

quantifiable terms".8 This model seems to be appropriate

6 Franklin Bobbit, The curriculQ~ (Boston: Hough~on Mifflin
Company, 1918), p , q2.

7 Ibid.

8 Geneva Gay, "conceptual Models of the curriculum-Planning
Process," In £2!!.sid~~!! ActiQ!! 19.£ ~E.££!£.!!!.Y! 1!!!.££Q.!~]!ent,
edited by Artr.ur Foshay (Alexandria, Va.: Association for
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for the current study since most job-related ski~ls are

observable.

Thus, the curriculum developer's firs~ task, in

determining "appropriate education" for a group of

individua~s, is to uncover by analytical survey "the total

range of habits, skills, abilities, forms of thou~ht,

valuations, ambitions, etc., that its members need for the

effective performance"9 of the various activi~ies of life,

including those which are work-related. W.W. Charters also

found activities ana~ysis ~o be of value in developing job

training programs.

such an analysis:

He suggested four ways of conducting

(1) introspection, (2) interviewing, (3)

working on the job, and (4) questionnaire. 1o

PU££Q§g,

The purpose of this study is to determine job-related

activities and training needs as perceived by currently

employed training and development practitioners on Oahu in

order to develop recommendations for an academic program

for non-school educators which will be offered by the

College of Education at the University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1980), p. 132.

9 Franklin Bobbit, ~ cgrriculum (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1918), p. 43.

10 i.W. Charters, Curriculum construction (New York: The
~acmillan Com?any, 1923r;-p:~8:-----------
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Definition of Terms-------- -- ----
1. Training -- a systematic, in~entional process of

providing one or more employees with specific

learning experiences in order to improve

performance on the job.

2. Development a sys~ema~ic, intentional process of

preparing employees to "move with the organization

as i~ develops, changes, and grows"11 ; it includes

"efforts at building character, interpersonal

skills, self-awareness, and other dimensions of

personal grow~h and behavior".12

3. Training and developmen~ practitioner a full-

time employee of an organization whose ~rimary

responsibili~y is ~o administer, plan, implement,

and/or evaluate the training and/or development of

the members of the same organization.

4. Activities -- ~asks which a trainer must ~erform in

order to fulfill his/her job-related

responsibilities.

5. Job factor -- group of related activities which

showed a loading (f ac t o r to variable corr e La e Lon)

of 0.30 or higher on a factor analysis ~rocedure.

11 Leonard Nadler, Q~lopiml !!'!!'!!,gj! lig§Q,j!'£~ (Houst: on:
Gulf PUblishing Company, 1970), p. 68.

12 Stanley Peterfreund, tlEducation in .Industry -- Today and
in the Fu'ture," Irain.J:,!!g s.!!Q .Qill!~lQ.E.!!!~.!!.! .:dm!£!!.~J: 30 (May
1976) :31.



6. Impact score

8

a combined value of fre~uency and

import an ce

observation.

res~onses per activity item per

The research hypotheses to be tested are as follows:

1. There is a difference among the training and development

specializations in freguency dnd importance (impact) of

clusters of related job activities (job factors) as

perceived by practitioners.

2. The level of formal education completed by training and

development practitioners makes a difference in impact

of job factors.

3. There is a difference in impact of job factors between

training and development practitioners with fewer than

three years of experience and those with three or more

years of experience.

In keeping with the dynamic nature of modern society,

pUblic and private organizations have developed extensive

training and development programs in order to insure

continuous employee effectiveness.

Branscomb and Paul Gilmore,

According to Lewis

corporate motivations to educate and train
include at least six elements: (1) to introduce
new employees of newly appointed managers to the
orqan.i.z ar Lo n , style, and objectives of that
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corporate community, and all managers to
organizational changes; (2) to incorporate and
diffuse rapid ~echnica~ change, par~icularly that
resulting from scientif ic and engin eer ing
innovations that are in their first embodiment of
a proprietary character: (3) to sustain
pro fes s Lo na L vi~a~i~y, which includes both
moti vation and basic professional skills, to
ensure personal professional growth and,
importantly, career path flexibili ty; (4) to
avoid the cost of travel and released time for
training at outside institutions; (5) to exploit
the increased motivation of on-the-job training
which allows newly acq uired skills to be
immediately practiced; and (6) to fulfill legal
and social responsibilities to expand employment
and achievement oppor~uni~ies for minorities and
the disadvantaged. 13

Among the organizations with ex'tensive training

activities is the Federal Government's Bureau of Training,

which maintains responsibility for organizing training and

development programs for federal workers. It reported that

federal expenditures for training between 1973 and 1976

rose approximately 36.2 percent, from $174.4 million ~o

$237.5 million. This increase is due primarily to a rise

in the Consumer Price Index and increases in the numbers

and salaries of training personnel. The number of full-

time instructors increased from 2,403 to 2,744, a 14. 19

percent: q rov eh , while the number of part-'time personnel

rose from 1,170 'to 1,807, a 54.44 percent gain. Salaries

were increased by 43.46 percent for full-time instructors

13 Lewis H. Branscomb and Paul C. Gilmore, "Education in
Pt'ivate Industry," Da£,gal!!2 2 (Winter 1975) :222.
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and 103.54 percen~ for par~-~imers.l. In a more recen~

repor~, ~he U.S. Office of Personnel es~ima~ed ~ha~ $216

million was spent on federal civilian employee training

(excluding mili~ary and postal service training)

197 a. 15

in fiscal

Anthony Schwaller reminds us ~ha~ business and

ind ustry have long supported educational endeavors,

including financial donations, curriculum advice, and new

program planning assis~ance to educational institutions, in

addition to building their corporate education and training

programs. 1 6 A report of the conference Board revealed that

610 firms, each employing at least 500 persons, spent over

$2 billion in 1914-75 on training, with $400 million

assigned to resources outside the companies and ~1.6

billion ~o training internally. Of the estimated 4.3

million employees who participated in training and

development, approximately 86 percent did so during company

~ime. Forty-five ~housand personnel devoted all or part of

their time to carry out the programs. 1 7

1. U.S. Civil Service Commission, Bureau of TrainLng,
E!!!E12yee Training in the Fed~!:al Se!:!ic~, Fi2E!l I~£2
l~I~, 1~75, g~ 121£, Pamphlet T-l (washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, September 1977), pp. 9-10.

15 "Technical Training: New Challenge for Industry,"
Tralning ~Q 2gyeloEmens Journ~l 36 (February 1982) :8.

16 Anthony E. Schwaller,
Programs in Industry,"
1980) : 322-323.

"The Need for Education/Training
Phi Del~~ K~££~~ 61 (January
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Beverly MCQuigg repor~ed on a s~udy done by Gilber~

Black which revealed ~ha~

American industrl invested $1.2 billion in
managemen~ evalua~ion and development in 1976.
Sixty-tvo percent of the money went for in-house
salaries and adminis~rative costs, while 11
percent was spen~ on ou~side seminars and
workshops. The balance, 22 percent, was divided
among consul~an~s, book and instructional
materials, equipment and facilities, tuition
refunds, and o~her expenses. Managemen~

development expenditures are expected to be over
$2.2 billion in ~he year 1982. 1 8

In another report, the American society for Training

and Developmen t estimated in 1977 that technica.l training

ex~enditure of business and industry falls between $30-40

billion per year. 1 9 Other estimates range from a

conservative $4 billion annual expenditure on employee

training and development2 0 to over $100 billion annually on

education and training, when all types ot proyrams from

apprenticeships to execu~ive development are included. 2 1

While estima~es vary widely, ~he figures, nonetheless, are

17 Seymour Lusterman, Edu£g~iQB in Ind~§!£~ (New York: The
Conference Board, 1977), p. 2.

18 Beverly ~cQuigg, "The Role of Education in Indus~ry,"

Phi Delt2 !2~ 61 (January 1980) :324.

19 "Technical Training: New Challenge for Industry,"
Training and Develoement Journal 36 (February 1982) :8.

20 Ron Zemke, "Trainers: Who They Are and What They Think,"
Tr~in~tlRD 16 (February 1979) :18.

21 Les Donaldson and Edward Scannell, ~~

Deyglopmgnt: Ih~ Ne~ l£ai~ers Q~!gg
Massachusetts: Addison-~esley, 1978).

!i~§Qg£~
(Reading,
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large and seem to indicate a trend toward the allocation of

more resources to the training and development function.

The impor~ance of corpora~e education and ~rdining is

exemplified by the commitment of several large companies to

the educa~ion/training func~ion. International Business

Mach ines (IBM) is in vol ved in inn ovati ve and more

productive operations and therefore realizes the need to

keep its employees and cus~omers continually updated. In

1969, IBM hired 3,417 full- ~ime and part-time faculty who

offered 18,588,000 student contact hours of instruction.

This is calculated ~o be e~uivalent to nearly 40,000 full

time students. 2 2 The company is organized into several

autonomous divisions, each with specific tasks and

independent training programs. Most instructors are hired

as marketing representatives or systems engineers and then

are promoted to an education center. In 1978, a corporate

task force vas established to review the education

activities at IBM. It judged the quality of classroom

Lnse rucr Lon as a deq uac e Ly meeting 'the company's needs.

It was not clear, however, whether the historic

staffing patterns will be as successful in developin~ high-

quality self-study programs. Thus it was recommended that

"a professional staff be established to provide guidance in

matters of ins~ructional technology; such a s~aff has

22 Lewis M. Branscomb and Paul C. Gilmore, "Educa~ion in
Private Industry," Daegal~ 2 (Winter 1975):223.
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already been es~ahlisbed wi~hin IBM Europe". 23 I~ was

repor~ed in mid-1978 ~ha~ IBM expec~ed ~o spend an

estimated $500 million for training for that year alone. 2 4

American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) spends

about $1 billion per year ~o ~rain approxima~ely one

million employees. Because jobs are highly structured and

personnel closely monitored, ~raining classes are designed

to teach employees only the specific information they need

~o carry ou~ their jobs. The rapidity of change in ~he

communications field mandates that employees rece~ve

continual training and retraining. AT&T generally relies

on its own staff to teach most courses, although the use of

outside consultants and college faculty is growing in the

area of executive developmenc. 2 5

The finance industry also has developed an ex~ensive

and elaborate education network which includes colleges and

universities, national and state associations, nine~y

bankers' schools, and hundreds of local chapt~rs and

socie~ies. The American Banking Associa~ion (ABA), ~hrough

its American Institute of Banking (AlB), educates and

23 Peter M. Dean, "Educat ion and Training at IB M," Phi
Del~ Ka£~a 61 (January 1980) :319.

24 George Odiorne, quoted in Carol A. Carmichael, "Business
Budge~s Billions for Training," ~!!i£ggQ Trib.!!!!g 2 July
1978, sec. 12, p , 27.

25 Stan Luxenberg, "AT&T and citicorp:
Training among large corporations," fhi
(January 1980):314-317.

Proto~ypes in Job
.Qel!g Ka~!! 61
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trains about 170,000 students each year loca~ly via 400

chap~ers, 200 s~udy groups, and three kinds of independent

study programs. Approxima~ely 3,500 bankers are trained as

instructors. In addition to the AlB program, ABA sponsors

four~een schools dealing with specialized sUbjects for

about 10,000 middle to senior managers each year. It also

has over four hundred ~ublica~ions relatiny to all aspec~s

of banking. 2 6 Ci~icorp, paren~ cOMfany of Citibank, offers

a training program which is less extensive but whose

quality is on ~ar with tha~ of the better schools. Courses

are generally taught by officers of the bank and outside

consultants who are business school professors or who

specialize in teaching courses for corporations. 2 7

These are bu~ a few of the numerous companies which

have long realized the importance of education as a means

to maintain ~heir compe~i~ive positions. More and more,

colleges and universities will find themselves competing

with educational pro~rams offered by industry. ~any

companies are offering col1ege credit courses; IBM, Xerox,

General Electric, and AT&T now offer bachelor's degrees,

and the Arthur D. Little company will soon be awarding an

26 Kent H. Baker, "Education and Training Programs of
Financial Trade Associa~ions," EhJ: Q~lt~ ~~EEan 61 (January
1980) : 319-21.

27 Stan Luxenberg, "AT&T and citicorp:
Training among Large Corporations," ~hi

(January 1980):314-17.

Prototypes in Job
Q§lta KdE..E~!! 61
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MBA in management. According to McQuigg,

large industries have several reasons for doing
their training in-house. First of all, such
training is often more relevant than training
done outside. Knowledge acquired in-house can be
put into practice immediately. The training does
not become obsolete before it can be used.
Persons in charge of designing the training and
development ~rograms are close to the managers of
the various departments ~ithin the company and
know immediately what the needs are. In-house
training is done by using in-house staff who
either teach the courses themselves or train the
line suparvisors to administer the traininy to
persons in their charge. If the training cannot
be done by the in-house staff, consultants are
hired. 2 8

She goes on to say that the "continuing inability of

traditional 0.5. educa tional institutions to respond

promptly to changing learning needs may explain better than

any other factor the expanding role of corporations and

profit-making schools in post-secondary education".29 From

another pers~ective, Russell Doll speculates that "the

increase in corporate edQcation may be a response not only

to problems in higher education but part of a slow

historical change from an era of nationalism and the

democratic evolution to an era of worlJwide corporate

mana geme n til. 30

28 BevE:!rly MCQuigg, "The Role of Education in Industry,"
Phi Qeltg K~~~ 61 (January 1980) :325.

29 Ibid.

30 Russell C. Doll, "S~eculations on the Meaning of the
Trend toward Corporate Education," lhi: Qelta K~£2~!! 61
(January 1980) :333.
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A 1981 ar~icle in A~T~ Hg~aii I!~ining reported tha~

in spite of a recession during 1979-80, "~he number of

~raining positions open held constan~ and training budge~s

were increased".31 It is speculated that this tenacitJ and

expansion of the training function is a response to an

increased interest in lifelong learning by employees who

hopefully seek advancements, to a growt h of new

apprenticeship programs, and to an increase in

certification programs. Due to ~hese developments and to

the implementation ot new organizational development

techniques, it is predic~ed that "the training function

will emerge as the primary concern throughout the '80S".32

In recent months, classified advertisements for more

than ten training and development positions have appeared

in the major Honolulu daily newspapers. One assumes that

this is just a fraction of the total number of positions

which opened during this period but were not announced to

the general public.

The rise of training, education, and personnel

development as a corporate func~ion may seem to be the

answer to the present oversupply ci classroom teachers.

Both Sandy Pollack and Bill McKee3 3 paint optimistic

31 "Training: Where .It's Going and Why," !~TD !!~!!

Tr~ining 2 (Afril 1981) :2.

32 Ibid.

33 See Bill McKee, Ne~ Care~£§ !QI !g~chg£§ (Chicdgo: Henry
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pictures of opportunities that lie in the corporate world

for former school teachers and education majors. However,

upon closer examination, the transition is not as simple as

one may expect.

First of all, industry's distinction between

"training" and "education" must be made.

defines these terms as follows:

Training is primarily concerned
improvement of immediate
performance••• (and) normally refers
learner's current job.

Murral Phillips

witl1 the
on-the- job

only to the

Education encompasses all those acivities which
prepare an individua~ to function in a wide range
of situations at some point in the future••• (and)
typicalll does not refer to a particular job. 3 •

Business and industry prefer "training" because

"education" is considered too broad. The objective of

training is to increase the value of employees which, in

turn, contributes directly or indirectly to profits. 3 5

While industry is an outcomes, profit-oriented cUlture,

education is viewed as an inquiry-oriented culture. 36

Regnery Company, 1972) i and Sandy Pollack,
~E~~ for I~he£2 (Harvard, Massachusetts:
Common press, 1979).

A!:t.~£!Hlt i v~
The Harvard

3. Murray G. Phi.l~ips, "The Education/Training of
Trainers," National sociell fo,f perf.Q.f.!i!.!!£g gnd In§gj!ctio!!
Jo~~nal 20 (February 1981) :14.

35 Gary J. Corrigan, "Corporate Trainin~: A Career for
Teachers?," Phi, Relta K~Ran 61 (January 1980) :328-31.

36 Robert M. Diamond and Joseph J. Durzo, "Barriers to
Academe," In§~£!iona! Innoyg£Q.f 26 (January 1981):14-15.
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Educators who wish to make the move are advised of the

following differences between traditional teaching and

~raining:

1. Training results are evaluated in terms of non

educational goals, such as maximizing profits; there is

a greater degree of accountability for decisions made.

In order to maintain credibility, trainers must show

some relationshif between their efforts and

organizational productivity.

2. Trainers deal almost exclusively with adult learners;

there are many differences between adult learning and

learning of children and adolescents.

3. The motivation of workers who seek training may be based

less on educational "curiosity" than on factors such as

job security, promotions, and salary increases. Because

trainees more readily can see the pay-offs of their

efforts, they tend to be more motivated than students.

4. Trainers justify their efforts in terms of costs as well

as effectiveness.

5. Trainers are more than instuctional specialists and

consultants; their on-the-job successes depend to a

significant degree on their ability to work with

subject-matter experts, provided by the organization,

who mayor may not be supportive of the trainers'

efforts.

6. Trainers often design programs for thousands of workers,
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spread over a wide geographical area.

7. Training courses t end to be considerably shor t ez than

educational courses, with specific instructional

intentions on overt performance-related skills as

opposed to "higher level" learning.

8. Trainers work with teams in business whereas teachers

are used to running their own shows in the classroom.

9. Teachers are unfamiliar with common business jargon and

few possess usable business skills. 3 7

George Odiorne summed up the situa~ion precisely when

he wrote, "This means that the training profession will

need more professionals with new and different skills from

those that are found in public education." 3 8

37 Gary J. Corrigan, nCorpora~e Training: A Career for
Teachers?," Phi !2.el1~ K2.£E~ 61 (January 1980):328-31;
Robert M. Diamond and Joseph J. Durzo, "Barriers to
Academe," ~Q!cti2.!!.S! Inno~!Q!: 26 (January 1981): 14-15;
"Hard Lessons for Teachers Seeking New Careers, It Busi!!£22
~~!. (October 29, 1979), p. 111; James L. Nitsos, "Industry
versus Education," !1!§!£.!!£tigID In!!Q!llQ.£ 26 (January
1981): 16-17; Marc J. Rosenberg, "Preparing Training
Specialists for Business, I nd ust ry , and Government:
Opportunities for Education," Ed.!!£at.!.Q.!!.2! Ig£.!:mQ.!Qg.1 20
(October 1980):33-37; and Dean R. Spitzer, "Training
Technologists versus Educational Technologists: Resolving
the Communications Ga~," Ed~~ion.21 TechBQIQgy 19
(December 1979): 12-17.

38 George Odiorne, quoted in Carol A. Carmichael, "Business
Budgets 3illions for Training," Chicgg.Q I,!£'y!!g 2 July 1978,
sec. 12, p. 27.
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SiSini.fi£~~ Q! th~ §.~!!~

~ response to the distinctions between cla~sroom

teachers and trainers and to a young and steadily growing

training profession, numerous ins~i~u~ions of higher

learning across the nation have developed programs to meet

the specific and unique needs of ~raining and developmen~

practitioners. The establishment of such programs has

become one of the more rapidly growing areas of interest

for colleges of education in recent years.

Included in ~he second edi~ion of ~he ASTQ ~ir~£~~

of Academic ~g£~ in llaining gn,g .Q~xglo~!UL!:!!!l!!g!l

Re2Q!!!£g ~~!£lQ£~~nl are descriptions of more than 240

programs at more ~han 150 colleges and universities.

Planners of the ASTD-s~onsored conference for academicians

involved with graduate and undergraduate programs in

training and developmen~ were "greatly impressed at e he

rapid spread of interest among schools and practitioners"39

in ~he academic prepara~ion of HRD prac~i~ioners.

Correspondence with program directors at various colleges

and universities also indicate that requests for

information from other ins~i~u~ions which are interes~ed in

establishing such programs are numerous.

Since its inception in 1924, the college Of Education

at the University of Hawaii at Manoa has concentrated its

39 Elizabeth Olson to Pamela Kimura, 31 August 1981.
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resources and efforts on the education, development, and

training of classroom teachers. Now, with the increase of

training and developmenc posi~ions and reguescs for "help"

by some who fill those positions, the College realizes its

expanded role to ~re~are training and development

practitioners.

The results of this scudy, which identify job-related

tasks and self-perceived needs of local trainin':j and

development practitioners with recommendations for an

academic program, would serve as a resource through wnich

program development decisions may be made. ~hose decisions

would ul timatel y provide educational and profess ional

development oppo r t unities for currently employed ~raining

and development practitioners in addition to those who wish

to enter the field.

~!m!!at!2~§ Qi ~hg St~g~

1. The parameters which defined the ~opulation confine

the generalizability of the findings to training and

development practitioners who perform their duties on the

island of Oahu.

2. The results of the s~udy reflect current practices

and needs which may change significantly in the future.

3. Some organizations emfloying full-time trainin~ and

development practitioners may have been omitted if they

were not listed as having 100 or more employees in the
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Ha:!~ii !!l!§i~22 .Q.i~£~Q£I or the Job 1i.Y!l!~r·s Guj.gg tQ

Ha:!~ii, or if they were not represen~ed in ~he American

Society for Training and Developmen~'s Hawaii Chap~er

me~bership directories for 1981 and 1982.

4. The gues~ionnaire is in no sense exhaus~ive of the

tasks which training and development ~ractitioners perform.

However, it attempts to cover the activities which are

common to those who hold a full-~ime position in this

occ upa tion.

5. This study was designed to iden~ify activities and

needs; a determination of competencies, which include

knowledge, skills, and attitudes, is beyond its scope.

Sum~il

Social and technological changes, occurring at ever

increasing rates, have created the need for continuous

learning in the workplace. A burgeoning of the training

and development function in both pUblic and private

organizations, coupled with the realization that the roles

of trainers and classroom teachers differ considerably, has

resulted in the expansion of programs in colle~es of

education throughout the nation to accomodate the specific

needs of training and development practitioners. While

there currently is no program at the University of Hawaii

which prepares local trainers for their roles, there exists

an interest in the Colleye of Education in providing such
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~raining in ~ne near fu~ure. This study cons~itutes the

initial step in ~he program developmen~ process:

determining activities and training needs as perceived by

currently employed training and developmen~ practitioners

in order to formulate recommendations for an academic

program.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Training and deve~opment, as an organized field of

study, is relatively young. It is widely recognized by its

prac~itioners and ~hose who follow i~s development that the

field is evolving and moving towards the attainment of

professional sta~us. This evolUtion has produced a growth

of information on job factors (sets of related activities)

and work-related activities, emerging trends, and academic

preparation programs.

Knowledge of work-re~ated activities and job factors

provides curriculum developers wi~h a relatively realis~ic

basis upon which to build a preservice academic program.

Insights into emerging trends in ~he field contribute to

decisions about bOth preservice and inservice course

offerings. Information o.n other academic programs is

useful as a justification to incorporate into the

curriculum certain topics and/or processes which cannot be

gleaned from studies of activities, roles, and trends.

It is the purpose of this review of literature to

report on the major studies dnd pUblications in each of

these three areas. The findings of this review will be

integrated with the tindings of the current stUdy in

Chapter V, where recommendations for an academic program

will be presented.
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~Q2 Fac!Q£2 ~ ~-Re~a~~g Ac~i~i£!~§ g! Tr~!ni!g ~~g

De!gloem§u~ ~!i~ioners

It is noted here tha~ the terms, "activities",

"tasks", "competencies", "functions", and "duties" were

intended by the various writers to mean the same thing:

s?ecific ac~ivities performed in order to fulfi~l work

related responsibilities. Similarly, in most cases, the

terms, "job factors", "roles", "areas of responsibility",

and "activity areas" were employed to describe the same

phenomenon: sets of activities which are similar enough to

be grouped together. In reporting each study, this

researcher chose to retain the same term utilized by each

of ~he respective wri~ers.

American Society for Training and Development Studies

The American Socie~y for Training and Development

(ASTD), currently the ~argest professional organization for

training and deve~opment practitioners in the United

States, has sponsored several studies on job-related roles,

competencies, and ~asks of its members since ~he mid

1900·s.

In 1959, Harry S. Belman and John E. Bliek reported on

a survey of the status and functions of training

departments in business, industry, and government which

dealt with the activities, relationships, and

responsibilities of the head training position in selected

organizations. The return rate of the 715 mailed
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questionnaires was 35.6 percent. The analysis of responses

to the survey item, "Wha t Are Your Besponsibilit ies? II

revealed the following areas of responsibility, listed in

descending order of impor~ance.

Development and preparation of proy~ams:

develop training materials, assess tra~n~ng

needs, formulate and recommend plans for
employee development, conceive and prepare
training programs, write training manuals.

Administration of Training: assist line
management in budgeting training costs,
maintain training records, formulate
training procedure, member of foremen
selection board, construct and administer
personnel tests, maintain company library,
make regular reports to management, train
and supervise subordinate employees.

Instruction Res~onsibilities: provide group
instructor service, train and develop
discussion leaders, conduct training
conferences, teach classes, coordinate
tra~n~ng schedules, counsel in the use of
training methods and techniques.

Non-Training Activities Unrelated:
administer safety programs, salary
administration, writing job descriptions,
administer insurance programs, perform
special assignments as directed.

Advisory Responsibilities: advise on courses
available outside of company, educational
counseling to employees, counsel employees
on self-development, act as consultant on
training problems, advise and assist
interested personnel on training matters.

General Pro£essional Activities: stimulate
participation in training, maintain contact
with schools and colleges, keep informed on
new training techni~ues, secure acceptance
and use of training knowledge and materials.

Non-Training Activities - Related: serve,
participate, talk at community meetings;
serve on advisory committees, assist in



organiza~ion planning,
pUblications, adminis~er

activities and recruiting.

edi~ company
college relations
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Training Evaluation: develop technical
knowledge and skills standards, obtain
ra~ings on a~prentices and trainees,
evaluate all training activit~es, follow up
on performance of trainees, evaluate
effectiveness of instruction. 4 o

The researchers suggested that these categories could

serve as helpful sources for developing and preparing

position descri~tions and job specifications.

In a 1961 survey of training directors of the

Cleveland area and their respective 5uperiors, Er ich E.

Prien and David R. Powell sought to identify ~he job

factors which both training directors and their superiors

believe to be functions of the ~raining direc~ors' job and

to determine the difference in emphasis placed on the job

factors by the training director and his su~erior. The tWO

identical questionnaires contained 125 items. Tne analysis

of responses included a correlation matrix and an inverse

factor analysis.

Results of the study showed considerable superior-

subordinate agreement for job factors which involved

training directly and disagreement on job factors which

were indirectly related ~o training. The analy~ical

40 Harry S. Belman and John E. Bliek, "The Head of the
Training Function," ~~~1 g! the !~gri~ SoS1g!y Q!
Training Dirg£.1Sll:§ 13 (February 1959) :50.
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approach to defining job factors was also supported; the

following nine factors were identified by this analysis.

General Adminis~ra~ive Du~ies Rela~ed ~o

Training

Prepara~ion and Execu~ion

Training Activities
of Managemen~

Public Rela~ions Aspec~ of the Training
Director's Job

Planning Necessary for Effective Training

Stimulating Safety
Consiousness

Behavior and Safety

Personnel Administration and supervision of
Trainees

Personnel Activities Not Related to the
Training Func~ion

The Training Director's Responsibility, as a
Member of ~he Management Team, to Promote
the Company

The Evalua~ion of Trainees. 1

Blake s. Roo~ and R. Ray Roberts reported in 1966 on

the results of a survey questionnaire which 92 percent of

the 557 ASTD members completed and returned. The analysis

showed tha~ training directors in governmen~ need basically

the same competancies as those in private industry, that,

in general, ~he size of an organization has no significant

effect on the competencies needed by ~he head of ~he

training function, and that it is possible to develop a

41 Erich E. Prien and David R. Powell, "A Study of the
TI:'aining Director's Funcl:ions,tI ~~21 2£ !!!~ !!~~llin

so£i~!Y Q! I~aiainq Directors 15 (April 1961):14-15.
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list of competen~ies which encompass the basic knowledges

and skills needed by al~ training directors.

such common competencies are:

Examples of

Management competencies: relation of
training programs ~o overall aims of
management; objectives of the total training
program; working wi~h line managemen~;

obtaining organization support for the
training func~ion.

Training competencies: basic phi~osophy of
training; de~ermining training need wi~hin

the organizaion; defining the objectives of
the training program; planning, organizing
anu coordinating training oFerations.

General Compe~encies: gaining respec~ and
acceptance of oneself; effective speakin~;

effect ive wri~ing; principles of human
relations. 4 2

The study showed t har management an d general

competencies are as important as competencies in the field

of ~raining. I~ also poin~ed out ~he need for broad

training competencies rather than specific training

r ech niques.

In 1978, Patrick R. Pinto and James W. walker reported

resul~s of a 121-i~em survey which was sen~ to 14,028 ASTD

members. A 20 percen~ re~urn vas recorded. The

questionnaire contained 92 activity items which were

reduced by factor analysis to 14 areas of aCtivity which,

according t o ~he au t hors, also represent training and

42 Blake S. Boot and B. Hay Roberts, "Competencies Needed
by Training Directors," Training s!!g ~g,x~!2.E!ent Jo.!!£nal 20
(June 1966): 13.
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development roles. "Role" was defined as "a set of

activities performed by an individual in fulfillment of the

expectations imposed by professional standards of behavior

or employer position requirements".·J The fourteen

identified roles are:

Needs analysis and diagnosis

Determine appropriate trainin~ approach

Program design and development

Develop material resources

~anage internal resources

Manage external resources

conduct classroom training

Job/performance-related training

Individual development planning and counseling

Group and organization development

Training research

Manage working relationships with managers

Manage ~he training and develoFment function

Professional self-development··

The plot of eigenvalues showed "breaks" at nine and

fourteen factors. ihile Pinto and walker chose to report

A !it u41 21
!!ol~::i ~g

Training and

Pin to an d James s; "alker,
Iraini1l3 ~nd Q~!.eloEmell.!:

(Madison: American society for
1978) , p. 9.

.3 Patrick R.
pr2:£~!2~1

£2!!! E~ te!!£~~
Development,

44 Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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Pro fess ional

Developmen~ Commi~~ee of the ASTD preferred nine factors

and grouped ~hem in~o ~he following nactivi~y areas":

1. Analyzing needs and evaluating results

2. Designing and developing training programs and
materials

3. Delivering ~raininy and develoFmen~ ~rograms

and services

4. Advising and counseling

5. Managing training activities

6. Main~aining organization relationships

7. Doing research to advance the training field

8. Developing professional skills and exper~ise

9. Developing basic skills and knowledge 4 5

Murray G. PhilLips sugges~ed ~hat the nine areas fit

nicely under the three roles identified by Leonard

Nadler: 4 6 learning speciaList - factors 1, ~, 3, and 7;

consultant - fac~or 4; and adminis~rator - fac~ors 5 and 6.

In addition, Phillips proposed an "activity" grouping

enti tIed, "Personal and Professional Developmen ttl which

encompasses fac~ors a and 9. 4 7

45 Tod white, "Increasing Your Effectiveness as a Training
and Development Professional," Tr~ini!!g gnd Qg,yelQ£]!~

Journal 33 (May 1979):4.

46 Leonard Nadler, "A Model for Professional Developm~nt,"

!fgining ~ag Qgy~lopmen! Journgl 34 {May 1980):16.

47 Murray G. Philli~s, "The Education/Training of
Trainers," 1!a-ri0!U!.! Socieu !~f Perf~!l!!~n£~ and l!l§g.!!£tiQ.!!
Jou£ng120 (February 1981):14.
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The fourteen-item Pinto and Walker model was utilized

by Margaret Jean Hauser in 1980 to determine areas of need

for continuing professional development among selected

training specialists in Chicago. This ~uestionnaire

survey, mailed to 224 ~rainers, received a 66 percen~

response. A ranking of the fourteen items, in descending

order of perceived need, was reported as:

Professional self-development

Training research

Group and organiza~ional development

Manage the training and development function

Needs analysis and diagnosis

Job-related training

Individual development planning and counseling

Program design and development

Manage relationships with managers

Determine training procedures

Manage internal resources

Develop materia~ resources

Manage external resources

Conduct c~assroom training.· 8

In 1982, the United states Department of Agriculture

.8 Margaret Jean Hauser, "A Study of Professional
Development and Self-Perceived Needs for Continuing
Professional Education among Selected Training Specialists"
(Ed.D. dissertation, Northern Illinois University, 1980),
p. 118.
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(USDA) Graduate School and the Metropolitan Washington,

D.C. Chapter of ASTD co-sponsored a s~mposium of human

resource developmen~ prac~i~ioners, employers, and

providers of the local area. The participants identified

numerous training and deve~opment functions and tasks waich

were summarized and categorized as follows:

Technical aspec~s: design, development,
delivery, and evaluation of proyrams.

Management: being a good
understand and work
organization's culture.

manager, able to
within the

Organiza~ion behavior and theory: understand
the working of the business and how training
and developmen~ contribu~es to the
organization's goals. 4 9

The la~est and most comprehensive study conducted on

roles and competencies of training and development

practitioners was re~orced in June, 1983 by Patricia A.

McLagan, director of the ASTD-sponsored study. Roles were

determined by a sample of seventy field experts who jUd~ed

a draft lis~ of roles which was developed through a

literature review and reviews by several groups and

followed-Up with ~hree ~ues~ionnaires completed by senior

human resource practitioners. An analysis of data which

were collected for ~he outpU~s and competencies part of the

study further substantiated uniqueness of the functions and

49 Robert W. Stump and Michael J. Marquardt,
IS§Yg§ ~£ ~~2 !Q£ ihg ~ig~§ (Washington,
Department of Agriculture, 1982), p. 18.

I£gining:
D.C.: O.S.
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competencies of the resulting fifteen roles. Tbey are:

evaluator
group facilita~or

individual development counselor
instructional wri~er

instructor
manager of training and development
marketer
media specialist
needs analyst
program administra~or

program designer
stra~egist

task anal yst
theoret ician
transfer agentSO

Competencies, defined in this s~udl as lithe know ledges

and skills which are key to producing the critical outputs

of the training and development field and its roles",Sl

were determined from the results of three rounds of

questionnaires sent to experts representing each role.

These role experts rated each competency in terms of

criticality and level of expertise required. The following

thirty-one competencies vere judged "cri tical" by more than

60 percent of the role experts.

adult learning understanding
A/V skill
career development knowledge
competency identification skill
computer competence
cost-benefit analysis skill
counseling skill

50 Patricia A. McLagan and David Bedrick, II Models for
Excellence: The Results of the ASTD Competency Study,1I
Tra!ning and ~evelo£~~nt JOY~sl 37 {June 1983):16.

51 Ibid., p. 18.
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data reduction skill
delegation skill
facilities skill
feedback skill
futuring skill
group process skill
industry understanding
intellectual versatility
library skills
model building skills
negotiation skills
objectives preparation skill
organization behavior understanding
organization understanding
performance observation skills
personnel/HR field understanding
presentation skills
questioning skill
records management skill
relationship versatility
research skills
training and development field understanding
training and development techniques understanding
writing skills5 2

~adler Model

Leonard Nadler, professor of education at The George

Washington University and a prolific writer in the area of

training and development, has been researching, for at

least tWO decades, the professional development aspects of

the training and development field. His 1962 study

revealed that training directors perform the following

ki nds of tasks: ( 1) facilities and finance (obtain and

control the budget as well as select, procure, and evaluate

training equipment and supplies); (2) develop personnel

(provide leadership and supervision to training staff and

52 Ibid.
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training

operations (determine needs, plan curriculum, conduct:

training, and eva Lua ee) (4 ) maintain e.ffec'tive

relationships (obtain and share information concerning

training planned and accomplished).SJ

It was fur'ther det:ermined that to accomplish the above

tasks, the training director needs to know: ( 1)

administration (general principles and pract:ices,

supervision of personnel, planning, coordination, and the

general forces at work in our societY)i (2) educa.tion

(curriculum development: , ins'trnct:ional materials,

instruction, and general philosophical positions in

education) i (3) measurement and evaluation (how to use data

gathering techniques 'to de'termine the effect:iveness of

program) i (4) human behavior (adults in work situations) i

(5) communicat ions (the process as well as speaking,

wri ting, reading, and lis1:ening effec'ti velYi (6) progr elm of

the agency (the objectives and particular wor~ of the

agency) • 54

Five years Lar ez , Nadler and Gordon L. Lippitt:

proposed that training and development depart:ments or

offices in modern organizations perform three major roles

53 Leonard Nadler, "A Study of the Needs of Selected
Training Directors in Pennsylvania Which Might Be Met: by
Professional Educational Institutions" (Ph.D. dissertation,
columbia university, 1962).

54 Ibid.
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which they identified as Role No.1: learning specialist

and instructor; Role No.2: administrator of training and

development staff and programs; and Role No.3: contributor

to organizational problem solving. 5 5

This proposal was further developed; in 1980, a model

for professional development was presented. Also known as

the "Nadler Model" , this three-dimensional

conceptualization provided a means for identifying training

and development practitioners and their place in the field.

Activities and roles, comprising one dimension of the

model, are listed as follows:

Learning Specia list

Facilitator of learning (works directly
with the learner as an instructor,
teacher, coach, couDselor, or in
conjunction with machine mediated
instruction)

Curriculum builder (designs learning
experiences through appropriate uses of
adult learning theoxy and frequently with
SUbject matter specialists)

Instructional strategies develoiler
(develops the methods, technigues,
materials, and devices to supplement the
learn in'.:} design)

Administ rat or

Development of human resource development
'HRD) personnel (provides for the
continuing professional growth of HRD
staff)

55 Gordon L. Lippitt and Leonard Nadler, "Emerging Roles of
the Training Director," Training and Qg!gloE~ ~Q~£n~l 21
{August 1967):2.
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Supervisor of HRD programs (performs the
usual supervisory functions for programs
being developed as well as those being
con duc'ted)

~aintainer of relations (provides for
continuous communication with various
groups and individuals, both internal and
external 'to the organization)

Consultant

Advocate (recommends appropriate actions
to management regarding HRD)

Expert (provides management with the
range of choices from which they Cdn make
the necessary management decisions about
HRD)

Stimulator (encourages
explore various areas
response to problems)

management
of HRD as

to
a

Change agent (assists
identifying needed areas
provides assistance in
change)56

management
of change
planning

in
and
for

Thomas Theodore5 7 tested the reality of the Nadler

Model in 1977 and concluded that it does represent the

occupational roles of the human resource developer.

Additionally, at leasl: 'three other investigators __ 0 Jack

Epstein, James Brewster, and Arthur Herold -- have found

the model workable as it was employed in each of their

research designs.

56 Leonard Nadler, "A Model £or professional Development,"
Tr~ining gnd ne!elQE!g~! JOU£Egl 34 (May 1980):16.

57 Thomas K. Theodore, "The Reality of the Nadler Model"
(Ed.D. dissertation, Temple University, 1977).
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u.s. civil Service Commission Study

From the results of a 1975 interview and questionnaire

survey of federal employee development specialists, there

emerged four roles of the training and development

practitioner. The four roles identified are:

Learning Specialist concerned
designing, developing, conducting,
evaluating learning experiences.

with
and

Administra~or - concerned with arranging,
coordinating, and maintaining the su~~ort

services of the var10US training and
employee development programs.

Program Manager - concerned with setting
policy, planning, controlling and managin~

the various training and employee
development programs; individually or
collectively.

Consultant concerned with research and
development and providing management and
employees with advice and assistance. 5 8

Ontario Study

The On~ario Society for Training and Development

investigated the core competencies of trainers and

published the results as a checklis~ or reference source to

which training and development practitioners can compare

their performance. First published under the title co£g

~~2g1gn£ies of g l£~i~g£ in 1976, the document was revised

in 1979 to accommodate the various levels of proficiency

sa "Improving the Effectiveness of Employee Development
Specialists," !£gini~ ~g RgygJ~~ ~Q~~gl 29 (December
1975):22.
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among its readers.

reflec'ts t:his

transformation.

This documen't iden~ifies four training and development:

functions: instructor, designer, manager, and consultant.

It also lis'ts specific compe'tencies under twelve general

areas: adminis'trat:ion, communications, course design,

eval uation, group dynamics/process, instructional

tech niques, learning t: heory, manllower planning,

person/organization interface, research and development,

training equipment and

analysis. 5 9

noc t o raf Studies

materials, and training-needs

Egberto Fernandez (1982) conduc'ted a 9uestionnaire

survey in order to determine the relevance of selected

competencies in preparing prospective training and

development managers and to identify the means through

which those competencies can be acquired. A 32 percent

(82/214) returnra te was reported. Forty-six of the 47

competency statements were identified as relevant to the

effective performance of training and develoFment managers.

competencies receiving the highest "relevant" rating (100

59 Ontario Society for Training and Development, ~£g~ency

An~lysis tQ£ Train~: ! ~Q!!al R!anning GUidg (Toronto,
Ontario: Ontario Socie'ty for Training and Development,
1979), p. 2.



percent indicating the item is relevant) are:

Rela~es ~o people and
of ~rus~, openness,
individual

builds an environment
and respec~ for ~he

Communica~es effec~ively orally

Listens and observes carefully

Exhibi~s knowledge of learning principles

Uses principles and methods of management

Relates objectives of
development programs with
organization

training
-:jeneral aims

and
of

Establishes
managemen~

principles

working
through use

relationship with
of human relations

Exhibits problem solving abilities

Sets priorities dnd uses time efficiently

Develops solutions and specific responses to
identified problems6 o

In general, competencies grouped under "Personal

Characteristics" and "Administration" areas could be

acquired best on the job. those categorized under

"Instruction and Learning" were acqUired most effectively

at a university through degree or non-degree programs; and

compe~encies under ~he "Consulting" area were about equally

divided between university programs and on-the-job

learning. 61

60 Egberto J. Fernandez, "~ompetencies Needed by Training
and Development Managers with Implications for Training
Programs" (Ph.D. dissertation, Colorado State University,
19 B2), Pp , 84- 87 •
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From an 81 percen~ (85/105) re~urn of a 33-i~em survey

questionnaire, John Cox (1981) found ~ha~ ~raining and

development practitioners of business organizations in

North Carolina were involved in the following eigh~ job

roles: manage externa~ training and development (T&D)

resources, revise and develop TeD programs, manage T&D

staff and related depar~menc func~ions, establish T&D

priorities and objectives, counsel employees on career

development, determine job-related T&D needs, engage in

training research, and make formal presentations on T&D

activities. 6 2 These groupings were found to be in ~eneral

agreement wi~h the fac~or s~ructures identified by Pinto

and Walker in 1978.

In 1967, toyce Clyde Gossage found, from a 30.6

percen~ (238/778) re~urn of a questionnaire survey, ~ha~

the most important duties an industrial training director

performs are ana~yzing and evaluating present training

methods, coordinating ~raining activities of ~he company,

and analyzing proposed training methods. The most

impor~ant competencies which can be acquired in college

are: ability ~o develop and supervise ~raining programs,

knowledge of education theories and practices, and ability

61 Ibid., p. 89.

62 John H. Cox, "Job Roles of Training and DeYelopmen~

Prac~itioners (TDPs) from Business Organizations in Nor~h

Carolinan (Ed. D. dissertation, North Carolina sr ar e
Uni versi ty at Raleigh, 1981), p. 86.
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to communicate. Those which can be learned on the job are:

implementing company policies, develofing and supervising

training programs to meet company needs,

training needs.

and determining

Gossage also determined that industrial training

directors acquired ~heir needed competencies on the jot and

that they were re~uired to perform educational duties for

which they have not received appropriate, organized

instruction. Therefore, they preferred their successors to

have earned at leas~ a bachelor's degree in education or

business, with general and specialized courses in

education, business, communication, and psychology and to

have had work experience in teaching or training. 6 3

Gerald Joseph Feldman (1976) studied the internal

consulting role of training officers in selected city

governments with a population of 50,000 or more via a

lUestionnaire survey from which he received a 79 percent

(55/70) return. Feldman found that over 90 ~ercent of the

respondents considered internal consulting to be a proper

func~ion of training officers, with the median training

officer devoting 18 percent of worktime to that function.

In descending order of fre~uency, internal conSUlting

activities, as perceived by training officers, included:

63 Loyce C. Gossage, "The Qualifications and Educational
Needs of Industrial Training Directors" (Ed.D.
dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1967).
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providing ~echnical advice and help on ~raining ma~~ers;

attempting to persuade management to adop~ ~heir views on a

training issue or organizational problem; consulting on

diagnostic, communica~ion, or decision-making processes;

assisting management in problem-solving; and helping plan

or conduc~ an organiza~ion developmen~ effort. 6 4

Ka~hryn Adams Ragsdale (1978) investigated the

perceptions of administrators, directors of nursing, and

trainers regarding the role of ~he trainer. The data were

collected from in~erviews o£ individuals holding each of

the three positions at nineteen long-term care facilities

in Texas. No s~a~is~ically significan~ differences in

perception among the three groups were found.

Although the s~udy revealed a need for fur~her

clarification and de£inicion of the role of scaff-

development trainer, it also showed sUfficient consensus in

~he following areas of fUDc~ion for the ~rainer: develop

training and orientation, implement institutional goals,

show skill in group facili~a~ion of learning and management

of educational a cr Lv.Lt Les , know adult learning methods and

needs assessment, coordinate among deFartments, lead and

~each, know needs of elderly persons, show evidence of

ability in communications and or~anization, and work well

64 Gerald J. Feldman, liThe Internal consulting Role of
Training Officers in CitY Governmen~s" (Ed.D. dissertation,
The George Washington University, 1976).
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with people. Knowledge about behavioral sciences and skill

a1: in1:erpersonal communications were considered

impor1:an't. 6 5

Summary

Since the late 1950's, numerous studies on job-related

roles, competencies, and work-related aC1:ivities of

training and developmen~ prac~i'tioners have been reported.

While a number of significant ones are credited to the

American Society for Training and Developmen~, importan~

contributions also have been made by Leonard Nadler, the

u.S. Civil Service Commission, ~he Ontario Socie~y for

Training and Development, and several doctoral candidates.

Although studies varied in degrees of comprehensiveness and

specifici1:y, research findings were generally similar with

regard to major roles, activities, and competencies. The

primary method employed ~o gather informa~ion was the mail

~uestionnaire technique.

The growing importance of ~raining as an

organizational function, coupled with fast-paced changes

which affeCt organiza~ional procedures, mandates that

providers of training be knowledgeable about emerging

65 Kathryn A. Ragsdale, "A Study of the Role of Staff
Development Trainer in Organizations" (Ph.D. dissertation,
North Texas State University, 1978).
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trends and future developments. Educational programs for

prospective and current training and development

practi~ioners mus~ incorporate these new developmen~s

immediately if they are to be useful. The recent

literature offers some insight into emerging trends and

areas of emphasis in training and development.

Malcolm Knowles (1978) projects four trends in the

training and development field. First, there will be a

shift away from ~he traditional knowledge and skill

transmission model of training toward a competency

development model by the mid-eighties. This means that ~he

concept and theory of competency development will need to

be incorporated into the philosophy of training and that

trainers need to master the techni~ues of constructing

competency models, of constructing and using criterion

referenced diagnostic instruments and performance

assessment instruments, and of designing and delivering

competency-development learning resources.

The second trend relates to the needs, styles, and

processes of adult learning_ The role of trainer will

change from that of prescriber, transmitter, and evaluator

of learning to that of facilitator and resource for self

directed adult learners.

Thirdly, the delivery system for training

will be more diversified and flexible in

accommodate employees at times, in places, and at paces
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This implies ~he developmen~ of

highly individualized, hands-on learning experiences as

well as the incorporation of learning resources and

networks which are external ~o the organization.

Finally, importance will be placed on the development,

rather than the control, of workers and on the quality of

the total environmen~ of the workplace. 6 6

Respondents to the ASTD survey which was conducted in

1978 (Pinto and Walker) identified some major trends

af£ec~ing training and development practitioners. They

indicated a general expansion of roles, which include

career counseling and organizational development, and more

admi nLst rati ve responsibilities such as conducting

effective needs analyses and training evaluations. Skills

in human rela r Lons and communications will become

increasingly important as ~rainers strive to gain and

maintain credibility with both managers and clients.

Increased knowledge in the technical areas, especially

computer technology and audia-visuals; in the behavioral

sciences; and in legal and research developments were also

men~ioned as emerging requirements in ~he field. 67

Daniel L. Langen (1980) used the Delphi technique to

66 Malcolm S. Knowles, "Gearing Op for the Eighties,"
Tr~iniag and Qgye12Emea~ Journal 32 (July 1978): 12-14.

67 Ronald W. Clement, James W. Walker, and Patrick R.
Pinto, "Changing Demands on the Training Professional,"
Trabning gnd Devglopmg~ Jou~s! 33 (March 1979) :3-7.
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determine competencies which training directors of the

future will be required to possess. The findings indicate

competence in l:he fo~lowing ten major areas: ( 1)

individual and organization needs, (2) in struct ional

technology, (3) general management skills, (4) for mal

education and training experience, (5) external training

and education, (6) program desi3n and development, (7)

learning theory, (8 ) management ot the training and

development function, (9) technical training skills, and

(10) organizationa~ development. 6 8

Participants in a joint symposium of the Washington,

D.C. Chapter of ASTD and the United States Department of

Agriculture Graduate SChool addressed the ~uestion of

needed changes in training and delivery systems for the

80'5. They agreed that competency-based training is on the

rise; that training and development approaches will take

into larger consideration theories of adult learning,

individual learning styles, and brain dominance; and that

questions and issues of ~earning by computer have yet to be

resolved. 6 9

In 1982, a study was conducted by l:he ed~tors of

68 Daniel L. Langen, "The Training Director: Competencies
for the Future" (Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A&M University,
1980) •

69 Robert lie Stump and Michael J. Marquardt,
Issyg~ ~n~ !~£2 £2£~ Eigh1ie~ (Washington,
Department of AgriCUlture, 1982), pp. 29-30.

!raining:
D.C.: u.s.
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Tr~i~in~nRD on 58 professional trainers, 14 percent of the

400 who were originally contacted. using ~he Delphi

method, researchers sought to identify broad trends

emerging over the next decade. Twenty-~wo percen~ of the

responden ts indicated a growing professionalism and

increased organizational respect for the training function.

Seventy percent cited the impact of new technologies in

communica tion: microcomputer, teleconferencin~, and

videodisc technology.To

Approximately ninety directors of training and

development participated in a questionnaire survey on

concerns of today's trainers. In response to the question,

"What are the sUbjects needed for the 1980s and 1990s?",

they suggested the following areas, which are listed in

descending order of need: organizational development; team

building; communications (interviewing, letter and report

wri ting, conflict management, interpersonal skills and

human relations); productivity improvemen~s; adjusting to

change (changes in work methods, changes in peo~le and

changes in careers); and cost controls (short- and long-

teem budgeting and financial planning) .71

According to Philip Barris and Dorothy Harris, the

70 "The Road Ahead for HRD: Bumpy bu~ Better," I~!!l!!lg/HRQ

19 (Oc~ober 1982):69.

71 Louis Olivas and Tom
Trainers?," I.~ining 2:!!g
1983):62.

Inman, "What Concerns Today's
DevelQE!~! JQErnal 37 (July
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global shift from the industrial to the information society

has brought about organization-wide changes in work roles

and relationships. Twelve trends which affect the training

and development function were identified as: strate~ic

planning, systems orientation, futuristic management,

transformational management, decentralized human resource

management, executive involvement, research orientation,

human capital emphasis, creative approach to work pat~erns,

organizational cultures,

international expansion. 7 2

Summary

synergy and networking, and

In short, the training and development practitioner

can expect to assume an expanded [ole in organizational

aana qeaen t. With the dawning of a fast-paced information

society come dramatic changes which carry tremendous

implications for the training and development function.

Some emerging trends include more efficient communication

and training delivery systems, heightened interests

regarding employee development and needs, global networks,

behavioral science applications, competency-based

instruction, and systems planning processes.

72 Philip R. Harris and Dorothy L. Harris, "Twel ve Trends
You and Your CEO Should Be Monitoring," Tr~inJ::!!g ~,g

Dev~lopme~~ Jo~~1 37 (October 1983):63-69.
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Practitioners--------

The ASTD Professional Development committee repor~ed

in 1976 that the field of training and development

is so in~erdisciplinary and has evolved
largely from an empirical base rather thdn a
strong academic discipline so the definition
of a satisfactory set of basic and commonly
accepted set of competencies and body of
knowledge (and s~i1ls) has been difficult to
achieve. 73

This explains ~he wide variety of training and

development academic program offerings found in the!§1Q

Participants at the Second Invitational Conference on

the Academic Preparation in T&D/HBD viewed the broad range

and interdisciplinary nature of ~he academic programs as

the result of a "wide range of performance/behavioral

changes needed in adul~s with whom the practitioners

worked".75 This diversity vas seen as an asset rather than

a hinderance to students and schools.

According to Anthony J. Presina and Margaret E. Kerr,

73 Professiona1 Development committee of the American
Society for Training and Development, John J. Collings,
Chairperson, "ASXD Professional Development Report,"
Trai~i~ and Developme~ Jo~~l 30 (June 1976):27.

74 Ruth Gentilman, ed., ~ Di!:g£toll 2! Academic Prog~
in Irdin~~g ~Q Qgy§lo~!e~~L~Y~~ ~§§QY~~ Q§y§loEme~i,
second edition (washington, D.C.: American Society for
Training and Development, 1983).

75 Elizabeth Olson, "Curricula for HED Practitioners,"
Training ~Q De!el.QEme~s Jour~! 35 (July 1981}:33.
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"these differences may be indicative of varying definitions

and/or philosophies of training and development; the

program housing is ~enera~ly indicacive of ~he program

orien tation, which in turn usually dictates program

con~ent".76 Programs can be found in colleges, schools, or

departments of business administration, communications,

education, human services, instructional technology,

organizational developmenE, and pUblic adminis~ra~ion.

While some programs are geared for the experienced

training and developmen t practitioner whose immediate

career option may re~uire an advanced degree in an area of

specilization, other programs are aimed at those who desire

entry-level competencies. Needs and expecta~ions of

students who enroll in the two types of programs differ.

Experienced practitioners generally seek new learnings

which can be applied to their jobs; ~hose who wish to enter

the field require more generalized knowledge and skills.

In a study conducted by the New York Metropolitan

Cbapter of the ASTD to de~ermine needs of new entrants to

the training and development field, it vas concluded that

"a training and development program should follow the logic

of how trainers' responsibilities grow in the real world in

order to be relevant to the audience's needs".77

76 Anthony J. Fresina and Margaret E. Kerr, liThe Training
and Development Curriculum in Higher Education," Tr~1:nin.!:l

~g Q~l2£~~l g~~l 31 (August 1977) :42.
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Four core courses, based on the developmental needs of

new trainers, were suggested: (1) platform skills and

leadiny training ac~ivi~ies, (2) developing training

rna t eni.aLs , (3) designing training programs, and (4)

analyzing needs and evaluating training programs. Those

who are trying to break into the field have ~hese

additional needs: knowledge of terminology used in the

field, information abou~ the training field, skills for

conducting adult training programs, knowledge of specific

content areas and skills, and knowledge in how ~o make a

career change. 7 8

Diane Gayeski, utilizing previously conducted research

reports on roles a~d compe~encies of ~rainers, developed a

core of con t en t areas which includes:

Managemen~

Budgeting
Public rela r Lons
Planning, forecasting needs
Economics
Organizational psychology
Personnel
Facilities administration

Training/communica~ionsskills
Use of media
Platform skills
Communication theory
Learning ~ heory
Motivation
Public speaking

77 Richard~. DiGeorgio,
Training," Trainigg and
1982):17.

7" Ibid., p. 22.

"Training Needs of People New ~o

Dev~.!2£.!!g!!! !l2.!!f~ 36 (June
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Interpersonal co.munica~ion

Client relationships
Writing
Lesson development

Design and produc~ion of materials
Systems analysis
Objec~ive development
Scri~ting

Media produc~ion

Selection and evaluation of training techniques
Advantages/disadvan~agesof presentation forma~s

Research design
Bibliographic ~ools

Instrument and testing designs
Conten~ analysis
Criteria for selecting hardware/software
Cost-effec~iveness analysis
Sources for consultants and content experts 7 9

A review of several undergraduate degree programs

revealed tha~ academic reguirements are generally similar.

They usually consist of a core of three to five education

courses, additional electives in education, a cognate area,

and an intern~hipo

A representative undergraduate program can be found at

Northeas~ern Illinois University. Called ~he Educational

Studies Major, it was developed in the late 1970's to

prepare adUlt

organizations.

educa~ors for posi~ions in non-school

After investigating a variety of sources, the program

developers iden~ified five major interrelated areas of

importance. They are:

79 Diane Gay€ski, "Educating the Training Professional,"
~ininq and Develo£!g~~ Journal 35 (August 1981) :65.
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Characteristics of the adult learner
Principles of learning and mo~iva~ion

Principles of course design and evaluation
Instruc~ional me~hods and strategies
Human relations skills 8 0

In addition, a process for teaching these content

areas was developed. This process requires studen~s ~o

reflect upon their experiences and content learning and to

make plans either to analyze ongoing s i.r ua tLons or to plan

instructional situations reflective of what they have

learned. The next step is feedback, leading to a re~urn ~o

experiences and content learning if feedback is De~ative or

to an attainment of compe~ency and a point of exit if

feedback is positive. a l

Requirements for the B.A.

Studies include:

degree in Educational

credit hours

Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Behavioral and Social Sciences
Humanities
Educa~ional S~udies Core Courses
Educational Studies Electives
Internship
Additional Area of Concentration
Additional Electives

9
9

12
12
12

9
18-33
24-39 8 2

80 Jean B. Carlson and James R. Lockwood, "Becoming a
Profession: an Academic Model," In Mod~.!§ ,g.!!Q £Q!!£~!.§ fOf:
I&DL!RD Academic PrQgra~ (Washington, D.C.: American
Society for Training and Development, 1981), p. 46.

81 Ibid., p. 49.

82 Northeastern Illinois University, "Bachelor of Arts in
!ducational Studies," Chicago. (Mimeographed.)
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The program reflects the interdisciplinary nature of

the field with its liberal number of electives and an

additional area of concentration. A personalized program,

based on the student's needs and goals, is developed in

consultation with an advisor.

In a keynote address at the Northeastern Illinois

Uni versi ty Educators in Non-School Settings 1981

Conference, Lawrence Cremin proposed that the education of

educators include four components: (1) general culture,

including the study of relationships among the fields of

knowledge; (2) special scholarship in at least one teaching

field in which one is an expert or has been an expert in

the past; (3) professional knowledge, which includes policy

studies, developmental studies, and pedagogical studies;

and (4) technical skill, demonstrated via a rotdting

internship in a variety of educational settings. 8 3 These

recommendations have been incorporated into a graduate

level program offered at Columbia University.

Other graduate programs tend to be more specialized,

concentrating in specific areas of the tra~ning and

development field.

below.

Some selected examples are described

At Brigham Young University, the emphasis is on

83 Lawrence Cremin, "The Education of the EduCdting
Professions," keynote address at the Educators in Non
School Settings Fall Conference 1981, Northeastern Illinois
University, 28 October 1981.
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organizational communication. According to Wayne Pace,

Communication is the most central of d~l

human processes and plays the mos~ impor~an~

role in the total process of working with,
managing and developing the capac~t~es of
the people in an organization •••
(Therefore) an understanding of individual,
group and institutional communication may be
the most crucial unders~andings for success
in a human resource development career. e•

In a graduate program which is offered by The George

washington Un~versity, the focus is on adul~ learning,

supplemented by study in a related area such as business

admi nLst ra t Lon , pUb~ic administration, health care,

aana qeae n t science, orga niza tional behavior, or

international studies. Although three separate

tracks--learning specialis~, administrator, consultan~--are

available, an individualized program which reflects the

professional goa~ of the s~udent is developed in

consultation with an advisor. a s

The educational systems develoFment

Michigan State Universi~y utilize systemat~c approaches as

frameworks for preparing students to design and implement

educational and training situations. Theoretical

8. R. Wayne Pace, "Organizational Communication:
Foundations for Human Resource Development," In l1Q~g12 ~g

Con£~.E.t§ £!ll: I~!U!!iQ !cade]!ic g.£Qg£~§ (Washington, D. c. :
American Society for Training and Development, 1981), pp.
12-13.

85 Leonard Nadler, "A ~odel for Professional Development,"
In 110del5 ~g £Qncep.!§ I~ T&QLl!RD A£.2gemi£ PrQg~§
(Washington, D.C.: American societj for Training and
Development, 1981), pp. 63-84.
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instruction,

organization, communication, design, change, and evaluation

are t:aught: wi t:h emphasis on t:heir relationship t:o

development technology.86

The organization development program at George

Williams College emphasizes organization-wide planned

change, based on an assessment of the client organization

as an open-ended social syst:em. Program offerings include

topics such as group dynamics, instrumentation,

organizat:ional assessment:, career planning, conflict:

management, t:eam building, st:ress management, consultancy,

and group leadership.8?

Summary

Due t:o t:he interdisciplinary nature of t:he field and

to a consideration of student's professional goals, the

academic preparat:ion of t:raining and development.

pract:it:ioners varies widely, especially at: t:he graduat:e

degree level where specialization is common. Areas of

specializat:ion range from adult: education t:o organizat:ional

development. Undergraduat:e curricula tend to focus on

86 Cass Gent:ry, "Training and Development: at: Michigan St:at:e
Uni versi ty," In Models ang ~.Q~.Ets ~Q£ 1!!DLHRR. !£g.Qg~J:£
~g~2 (Washington, D.C.: American Society for Training
and Development, 1981), p. 182.

87 Ruth Gentilman, ed., ASTD Qi~~Q£Y Q£ !£~!£ PrQgram§
in Training ~g DeveloElllent/H.Y~B Re§Q.!!.f£.§ Deyglo.£~,

second edit:ion (Washingt:on, D.C.: American Society for
Training and Development:, 1983).
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instructional development and delivery skills,

learning principles, and communication skills.

differences in content, almos~ all programs,

undergraduate and graduate, require an internship.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The formulation of recommendations for a training and

development academic program r equa res a realistic

conception of job-rela ~ ed ac~ivi1:ies of current

prac titioners. Accurate descriptions of activities and

their importance to the practitioner's job are essential in

oruer to design a relevant program.

According to Earl Babbie, "surveys are frequently

conducted for the purpose of making descriptive assertions

about some population".8a This is sUFPorted by the number

of recent studies conducted on activities and roles of

training and developmen1: practitioners which utilize the

mail questionnaire survey method for data collection (pinto

and Walker, 1978; Hauser,

1982) •

1980; cox, 1981; Fernandez,

Chapter 3 describes the procedures employed in the

survey research of ~his study. Briefly, the questionnaire

survey sought to identify frequency and importance of

sixt y-seven ~ork-related activities of training and

development practitioners. For yreater manageability of

information, and to improve the sample size/variable ra1:io

88 ~arl Bab~ie, ~urvgy ~g§gg~ch ~thoJs

California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc.,
57.

(Belmont,
1973), p.
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for subsequent analyses, the number of activity variables

vas reduced by factor analysis. This procedure created

groups of rela~ed ac~ivi~ies, called "job fac~ors" in ~his

study, which were used in the tests of hypotheses.

The popula~ion for ~his study consisted of full-time

training and developmen~ ~rac~itioners who are employed on

the island of Oahu. For the purpose of this study, a

"~raining and developmenl: practi~ioner" was defined as one

whose primary job responsibili~y is ~o develop, conduc~,

eval uate,

activities.

and/or coordinate his organization's training

This definition excluded supervisors/managers

and personnel specialists who perform training functions

occasionally, but not as a primary responsibility, and all

external consultan~s.

A list of Oahu-situated organizations that employ 100

or more personnel was compiled from information found in

12 ~g~a!i.90 Added to ~his lis~ were organiza~ions Which

are represented by current memDers of the American Society

for Training and Development, Hawaii Chap~er. From this

89 liawaii BU~§§ Directory, 12§1 Edit!~ (Honolulu:
Hawaii Business Directory, Inc., 1981).

Department of
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compilation, those organizations with known fUll-time

~raining and development personnel were identified. The

remaining organiza~ions were called by phone ~o determine

whether each employs at least one full-time training and

development prac~itioner. Those giving positive responses

were combined with the "known" group, thus creating a

population of organizations which employ at least one

training and development person. From 461 organizations,

92 indicated positively, or were identified outright, as

employing a~ least one full-~ime training and development

practitioner on Oahu.

~~!~ctio! 2i Populatio~

Introductory calls were made ~o the training director

of each of the identified organizations to explain the

purpose of the study and to reguest/confirm names and

Dusiness addresses of their full-time ~rainers. Where

training directors were unavailable, a trainer or a

secretary was asked to provide the needed information.

This resulted in a lis~ of 200 names of full-time training

and uevelopment practitioners on Oahu. Due to this

relatively small number, the entire identified population

constituted the sample for ~he survey phase of this study.

Dev~.!opme!l.! 2f Ins~~~.!!1

A mail survey questionnaire served as the instrument
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for collecting data. Its design is largely a reflection of

guidelines provided by Don Dillman. 9 1

The first draft of the instrument was a modification

of a questionnaire which was used in a 1978 mail survey

conducted by the American Society for Traininl.j and

Development (ASTD) of its entire membership.92 The

104-item, multiple-choice ASTD questionnaire is the result

of a careful screening of an initial Fool of over 1,000

items Obtained primarily from instruments employed in

previous studies of training and development roles and

competencies and from a careful review of the !2I~ I£~!ning

~~ ~~!2Eme~ figadbQQ!, second edition,93 and is believed

to cover the training and develoFment field thoroughly.

The questionnaire modifications for the current study

involved the construction of separate scales for

determining degree of importance and frequency of

occurrence, and provided for an indication of need for

additional training for each activity item. In addition,

double-barreled statements were clarified, five items were

91 Don Dillman, j1ai!, ~nd TeleEh~ SU~l§: I.!lg Tota!
Desi~ ~ethog (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978).

92 Patrick R. Pinto and James Ii. Walker,
Pr2fession~l Tra!ni!!.9: and Q~g1Q.E,!!!g!!~

£Q!~etencies (Madison: American Society for
Development, 1978), pp. 101-108.

! StY~:t of
119.!G§ and
Trainin~ and

93 Robert Craig and Lester Bittel, eds., AS1~ I£sini~~ ~~

Deyg!oE,.mga! Handbook, 2nd ed. (New York: licGraw-Hi1.l,
1976) •
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eliminated due to redundancy, four of the seven lowest

ranking items were deleted, and seven items were added.

The following items were deleted:

Hire professionals to record cassettes.

Administer tuition reimbursement program.

Prepare artwork and copy for slides.

Secure necessary copyrights or reprint
permissions.

Activity items which were added include the following:

Techni~ue: audio

Technique: visuals

Technigue: manuals, worksheets, and/or textbooks

Technique: case studies

Technique: demonstrations

Technique: computer assisted instruction

Evaluate outside consultants' performance.

Decisions about item deletions and additions were

based upon the researcher's SUbjective opinion.regarding an

item's degree of specificity and its usefulness for

determining academic program content.

The reSUlting modified-ASTD questionnaire, consisting

of 102 activity items, was pretested by seven training and

development practitioners and four professors.

were clear; the instrument was tOO long.

Results

The shortening of the questionnaire involved the use

of a reduced Pinto and Walker model which was developed by
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John Cox in 1981. 94 From ~he 104-item Pinto and Walker

model, Cox developed a 33-i~em instrument by re~aining

those items which showed a .50 or higher item loading and a

.80 inter-item reliability for those items loading at least

.50 on a given factor. In comparing the results of factor

analyses conducted on each of the two models, Cox found "a

high degree of agreement in ~he way i~ems grouped or

clustered across factor structures••• (and) that following

the a~plication of ~he selection criteria to the results of

the Pinto and Walker (1978) study, the resulting reduced

model vas congruent with responses from the Pinto and

Walker (1978) study on ~he 33 items".95

Although the Cox model was deemed adeguate for

determining general activities of training and development

practitioners, more specific information on instructional

processes and materials was needed for the current study in

order to formulate s~a~emen'ts regarding conr enc of an

education program for training trainers. This led to the

development of a revised gues~ionnaire for the current

study which included 67 items: the Cox-identified 33 items

and 34 additional items which were selected from the first

draft of the instrument. The la~ter group of items

q4 John H. Cox, "Job Roles of Iraining and Development
Practitioners (TDPs) from Business Organizat~ons in North
Carolina" (Ed.D. disser~at:ion, North Carolina State
University at Raleigh, 1981), P> 145.

9 5 I bid., p, 98.
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primarily consisted of ins~ructional techniques and stages

of the Lnat r ucr Lonaj, developmen't process. Item a, "Adapt

packaged programs to fit specific training needs", was

added as a resul't of ~he firs't pre'test.

A pretest of the shortened guestionnaire

minor revisions relating to clarity and design.

instrument is included as Appendix B.

Collectio!! of Dat~

On January 31, 1983, two hundred personally-addressed

envelopes were delivered by the researcher or sent by

first-class mail to each of the identified participants.

Each envelope contained a numerically-marked questionnaire,

an individually-addressed letter, and a postage-paid return

envelope.

By February 18, approximately three weeks atter the

distribution, 101 guescionnaires (50.5 percent) were

returned. One follow-up 1:elephone call was made to all

non-respondents. This resulted in fifty additional

returns, for a total response of 151, or 75.5 percent of

the number sent. From this total, six were returned after

inappropriate routing, resulting in a usable sample of 145

from a base of 194.

After the returned questionnaires were reviewed for

completeness, it was found that tWO respondents failed to

complete more than one page of activity items and that one
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The numbers and

importance of items unanswered invalidated those three

questionnaires. This left the researcher with 142 usable

returns OUt of a possible 194 for an adjusted usable return

rate of 73.2 percent.

This percentage of return is slightly higher than the

71 percent response rate which Dillman claims is average

for those who used the Total Design Method in part. 9 6 In

addition, Babbie contends that as a rule of thumb for mail

surveys, a response rate of 70 percent or more is

considered "very good".97

Data for activity items were coded as follows:

Fre9.~ncy; SCs1&

4 = DA (daily)
3 = WK (weekly)
2 = MO (monthly)
1 = YR (year ly)
0 = 9A (not applicable)

Importanc~ ~cale

4 = EI (extremely important)
3 = IU (moderately important)
2 = SI (slightly important)
1 = UN (unimportant)

96 Don Dillman, l!ai! snd Teleph.Q.ng ~]!vey§: The Iota!
De§i~ ~~thoQ (New York: John wiley and Sons, 1978), p. 21.

97 Earl Babbie, ~.!!ilg,y B~£ch Method§ (Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1973), p ,
165.
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Missing data were originally coded ".n. However, this

was changed to reflect the lowest assigned designations of

the respective scales, "on for the frequency scale and "1"

for the importance scale, when it was discovered that the

procedure for determining factor scores provided no value

assignment to groups which contained one or more missing

raw scores.

Dichotomous, categorical data ("need" category,

"emerging trends" question, and sex designation) vere coded

"0" and "1". In item 55, "Which of the following best

describes your TID specialization?", "administrator"

replaced "other" as code 6 since it was the only write-in

specialization in the "other" category. Item 56, highest

level of education completed, was recoded as follows:

1 = some high school
2 = completed high school
3 = some college
4 = associate degree
5 = bachelors degree
6 = some graduate work
7 = fifth-year certificate
8 = masters degree
9 = doctorate

Responses to open-ended items 59 (number of years as a

training and development professional) and 60 (n umber of

years in the present organization)

interval data.

were recorded as

The Time Sharing option ('ISO) comFuter sys£em which
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runs on the IBM 3081 computer at the University of Hawaii

Computing Center was utilized for data storage and

s~atistical analyses. The 5~a~is~ical Analysis System

(SAS) vas employed for all statistical procedures.

The codes which were assigned to the categories

comprising the frequency and importance scales also served

as relative weights. Higher values were assigned to higher

frequency and greater importance designations. This

determination vas based on the assumption that if a vork

related activity occurs more often than others and/or if it

is considered a highly necessary part of the job, then it

should be given greater consideration in the training of

practitioners.

Impact Scores

Both fre~uency and importance data were considered

necessary in order to formulate recommendations for program

development. This led to the generation of a combined

score for each activity item pe~ respondent by adding the

respective freguency and importance values. The comtined

score, referred to as "impact score" in this study, ranged

in value from 1 to 8. According to this method, an

activiLy which is performed yearly and considered extremely

important has the same impact score as an activity which is

done daily but perceived as unimportant. They were

considered equivalent for purposes of the current study.

Table 1 illustrates relative equivalencies of varying
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combinations of frequency/importance values.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Table 1

Matrix of Combined Frequency and Importance Values

Frequency

OA
q

iJK
3

1'10
2

YR
1

NA
o

----------------------------I
m EI 4 8 7 6 5 q

P
0 HI 3 7 6 5 q 3
r
r SI 2 6 5 4 3 2
a
n UN 1 5 q 3 2 1
c
e

DA = daily
WK = weekly
MO = monthly
YR = yearly
NA = not applicable

EI = extremely impor~ant:

HI = moderately important
SI = sligh~ly impor~ant

UN = unimportant

Freguen cies and percen~ages were caLcuLa t ed for

demographic data. Rank ordered lists of needs and of

activity items,

constructed.

based on impac~ score means, were
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Impact scores for ~he 67 ac~ivi~y items were analyzed

by the factor analysis mechod. !his statistical procedure

enabled the reseacher to determine the underlyin9 pattern

of relationships which exists in the data and, from this,

to identify smaller, more manageable sets of components

which account for those interrelationships. An assumption

made at this poin~ is that the contrived impact scores

possess properties of an interval scale.

Factor Analysis

The initial step of a factor analysis procedure

involves tbe preparation of a correlation matrix. A

requirement for any correlational study is an adequate

sample size,

are involved.

especially where large numbers of variables

However, there are varying interpretations

of Itadeg uate sample size". For example, while Richard

Brislin9 8 argues that a minimum samfle should include ten

times as many subjects as variables, Raymond Cattell9 9

suggests a four-to-one rule of ~humb. Since the subjects-

to-variables ratio for the current stUdy was approximately

2:1, a method to reduce the number of activity variables

was developed in order to minimize the possibility of

98 Richard W. Srislin, walter J. Lonner, and Robert M.
Thorndike, £m§.2.=£u1u£al Re~.fch I1e~hog§ (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1973), p. 279.

99 Raymond B. car r ell, Fact.Q.£ Anal.Y§is: An £.!!.I.£Q.ductiQ,B ~g

Man~l iQ£ ~he gSIchologist ~g ~Q£!g! ~£!gn~is~ (New York:
Bar per & Brothers, 1952).
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Firs~, each of the 67 aCtivity items was

categorized into one of six theoretical groups, covering

the major activities of training and development

prac t Ltioners. The six groups and related activity items

with their corresponding identification numbers from the

~uestionnaire are:

Counsel
11.

29.

40.
41.

44.

Develop
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

Conduct
1a.
1b.

lc.

1d.

Technique: coaching and/or counseling
Train others (managers, supervisors, program
leaders, trainers, etc.) how to train

Counsel individuals on career development
Assist managers in impl~mentin~ on-the-job
training

Counsel with employees on T/D matters

Training
Experiment with new T/D techniques (innovate
or pilot 1:est)

Evaluate alternative instructional methods
Develop TID manuals and/or worksheets
Produce audio-visual materials
Develop other training materials besides
audio-visuals and manuals

Evaluate packaged programs as to their
applicability

Adapt packaged programs to fit specific
training needs

Establish behavioral or learning objectives
for progl:ams

Determine program structure (lenyth, number of
participants, seating configurations, e1:c.)

Determine program content (topics)
Apply concepts of human development in

designing programs and/or materials
Apply adult learning theory/instructional
~rinciples in developing program content
and/or materials

Training
Technique: lecture with or without media
Technique: audio-visuals (e.g., film, audio
tape, videotape, charts, overhead
projectuals, etc.)

Technique: manuals, worksheets, and/or
eexrb oo ks

Technique: discussions
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le. Technique: role-playing
If. Technique: case studies
19. Technique: behavior modeling
lh. Technique: simula~ion and/or games
li. Technique: demonstrations
lj. Technique: laboratory education and/or

sensitivity training
lk. Technique: programmed tex~s and/or self

instruction
1m. Technique: on-the-job training and/or job

instruction training
In. Technique: job rotation
10. Technique: computer-assisted instruction

22. Conduc~ T/D activi~ies

39. Use organizational develoFment intervention
techniques (e.g., team building, inter-group
meetings, etc.)

Evaluate Training
10. Identify TID needs
11. Analyze performance problems to determine any

application to T/D solutions
12. Analyze job requirements (jab descriptions,

task analysis, observa~ions, etc.)
13. Evaluate TID needs to set program priorities
14. Project future needs
20. Iden~ify andlor evalua~e external T/D programs
24. Evaluate internal instructors/program resource

persons
25. Obtain/hire external instructors/program

resource persons
26. Evaluate external instructors/program resource

persons
27. Assess participants' performance before and

after training ~o measure training effects
28. Revise materials/programs based on evaluation

feedback
34. Identify skills anG/or knowledge requirements

of jobs
42. Interpret data and/or statistics on T/D

Professional Development
46. Keep abreast of T/D activities in other

organiza~ions (e.g., competi~ors, other local
firms, etc.)

47. Keep abreast of legislation related to TID
practices (e.g., EEO, Affirmative Action,
OSHA, etc.)

49. Attend meetings, seminars, conferences and/or
workshops on TID

50. Arrange for participation in external TID
programs
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51. write reports relating to ~/D

52. Write proposals for programs or ~rojects

53. Write ar~icles for periodicals and/or in~ernal

publications

Administrat ion
9. Con tract v ith outside vendors (purchase

materials, etc.)
21. Maintain records of participation in T/D

programs
23. Obtain/hire internal instructors/program

resource persons
30. Evaluate proposals from outside consultants
31. Obtain (contract with) outside consultants
32. Evaluate outside consultants' performance
33. Establish and/or maintain a library of T/D

resources
35. organize and/or staff the T/D function or

depar~ment

36. Make formal presentations/Flans for T/D
~rograms and/or projects

37. Prepare budgets for T/D programs and/or
projects

38. Maintain information on T/D costs and/or
benefits

45. Supervise the work of other training personnel
48. Administer tuition reimbursement program

The subject-to-variable ratio for the largest group,

"Conduct Training", vhich included sixteen variables, vas

9:1. The other five groups, containing between five and

thirteen variables, fell within the ten-to-one ratio Which

was suggested by Brislin. 100

The factor analysis ~rocedure, involving three basic

steps, was applied to each of the six categories. First, a

correlation matrix o£ activity variables was generated.

Second, the principal factor analysis method was used to

explore data-reduction possibilities by creating a new set

100 Brislin, cross-cgll~ Re§~£h MetaQQ§, p. 279.
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based on correlations found in the firs~

step. Third, ~he resul~ing factor matrices were rotated by

the varimax method, producing simpler and more meanin~ful

factor patterns. 1 0 l This procedure resulted in the

identification of fifteen factors from the six theoretical

groups.

The identified factors served as a basis for compUting

factor scores for each observation. For the purpose of

this study, factor scores were calculated in order to

determine correlations between the factors and demographic

variables, which were not included in the initial factor

analyses. Those factor analyses involved only activity

item variables. Factor scores for each of the six

categories were calculated separately, then merged into one

data set. This created a matrix of 142 observations and

their corresponding demographic data by 15 factors. Factor

scores were adjusted for this study my multiplying each

factor score by 10 and adding 50 to the product, following

the procedure of William Cooley and Paul Lohnes. 1 0 2 The

adjusted factor scores were employed in the tests of

101 Jae-On Kim, "Factor Analysis," in ~g~~: Stati§ticaJ:
Pa£f~gg for .the Soci~J: Sci~£~, second edition, eds.
Norman H. Nie, C. Hadlai Hull, Jean G. Jenkins, Karin
Steinbrenner, and Dale H. Bent (New York: McGraw-Hill,
Inc., 1975), r- 469.

102 william W. cooley and Paul B. Lohnes, ~]!1iYgriatg Qgig
An~11sis (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971), p.
154.
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hypotheses reported below.

Analysis of variance, followed by the Scheffe Multiple

Comparisons procedure, was used to test each of the

following research hypotheses.

1. There is a difference among the training and development

specializdtions in impact of job factors.

2. The level of formal education comple~ed by training and

development practitioners makes a difference in im~act

of job factors.

3. There is a difference in impact of job factors between

training and development practitioners with fewer than

three years of experience and those with three or more

years of experience.

Sum!!!.'!~I

The mail questionnaire survey method was used to

jather information on fre~uency and importance of sixty

seven job-related activities of full-time training and

development practi~ioners. OUt of 194 eligible

participants, 142 (73.2 percent) responded.

Activity items vere analyzed on the basis of impact

scores, ~he combined value of freguencl and importance

responses. Frequencies and percentages vere calculated for

demographic data. Needs and ac~ivity impact score means

vere rank ordered. Job factors were identified via the

factor analysis procedure and hypotheses were tested by the
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analysis of variance method. Results of all analytical

procedures a~e presented in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF ~HE S~UDY

This chd~ter presents the results of the questionnaire

survey which was conducted on an available population of

full-time ~raining and development practitioners who are

employed on the island of Oahu. Participants were

instructed to indicate fre~uency, importance, and need for

more training of siXty-seven job-rela~ed activity items, to

answer questions of demographic nature, and to identify

emerging trends in the field.

Chg£g£te£~2t!£§ 21 th~ POE~121!£n

A frequency distribution was constructed for each of

the six demographic items: specialization, education, age,

sex, number of years in the training and develo~ment field,

and number of years in the present organization. Tables 2

through 1 provide this information.
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1. Training and Development Specialization

Findings which are reported in Table 2 indicate that

the two most common specialization categories were

trainer/instructor/learning specialist and generalist.

Table 2

Frequency Distribution for
Training and Development Specialization

Trainer/instructor/learning specialist

Generalist

organization development specialist

Administrator

Ca~eer development counselor

Media specialist

Total

Missing cases = 2

IggJ}en£.I g~~~

63 45.0

54 38.6

10 7. 1

8 5.7

4 2.9

1 0.7

140 100.0
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2. Highest Level of Education Completed

Table 3 shows that 72 percent of the respondents have

earned at least a hache~or's degree including approximately

29 percent who bold a master's or a doctoral degree. The

range of formal education extends from completion of high

school to completion of doctoral requirements. Because all

respondents completed high school, the category, "some high

school",

eliminated.

which appeared in the

Table 3

guestionn aire, was

Frequency Distribution for
Highest Level of Education completed

Educational Level-----------------

completed high school

Some college

Associate degree

Bachelor's degree

Some graduate work

Fifth-year certificate

Master IS degree

Doctoral degree

Total

~issing cases = 0

13

25

2

42

18

1

38

3

142

9.2

17.6

1.4

29.6

12.7

0.7

26.8

2. 1

100.0

---------------------------------------------------
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3. Age

Approximately 73 percen~ of the ~raining and

development practitioners are between the ages of 25 and 45

years. While nearly 40 percen~ fell in~o the 25-34 years

category, no respondent was younger than 25; nor was anyone

65 years or older.

----------------------------------------------------------
Table 4

Frequency Distribution for Age

25-34 years

35-44 years

45-54 years

55-64 years

56

47

28

11

39.4

33.1

19.7

7.7

To~al

Missing cases = 0

142 99.9
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4. Sex

The two sexes were e~ually represen~ed.

----------------------------------
Table 5

Frequency Dis~ribution for Sex

Sez lreguelH::i Pef£g!!!

Female 71 50.0

11ale 71 50.0

Total 142 100.0

Missing cases = 0

--------
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5. Years as a Training and Developmen~ Prac~i~ioner

Responses to the open-ended gues~ion, "How many years

have you been a TID professional?", were categorized into

nine classes with in~e~vals of three years. As Table 6

indicates, approximately one-third of the respondents have

fewer than three years of experience in the field.

-----------------
~able 6

Frequency Distribution for
Years as a Training and Development Prac~itioner

Pewer than 3

3-5.9

6-8.9

9- 11.9

12-14.9

15- 17.9

18-20.9

21-23.9

24 or more

Total

Missing cases = 5

zsssssasz g~££~~

43 31.4

34 24.8

19 13.9

13 9.5

10 7.3

8 5.8

6 4.4

1 0.7

3 2.2

137 100.0

---------------,---_._--
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6. Years in Presen~ Organization

Like the previous i~em, responses to this question

were categorized into three-year intervals. Appro ximately

half the respondents have been employed by ~he present

organization fewer than six years.

Table 7

Freguency Distribution for
Years in Presen~ Organization

Fewer than 3

3-5.9

6-8.9

9-11.9

12-14.9

15-17.9

18-20.9

21-23.9

24 or more

Total

~issing cases = 2

34

35

17

12

17

6

8

4

7

140

24.3

25.0

12. 1

8.6

12.1

4.3

5.7

2.9

5.0

100.0
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Activity items were ranked on the basis of impact

score means. As Table 1 indicates, impact scores, the sums

of frequency and importance data, range in value from 1 to

8; their means range in value from 2.7 to 6.6.

As shown in Table 8, the highest ranking items relate

to delivery of training, followed by assessment activities.

At the lower end of the scale are activities which involve

outside consultants and a variety of isolated tasks.
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Table 8

Rank Order of Activity Items by Impact Score Means

1

2

3

4

5

6

6.551

6.193

5.906

5.904

5.903

5.880

1d

1c

lb

22

1m

11

Technique: discussions

Technique: manuals, worksheets, and/or
r exnbooks

Technique: audio-visuals

Conduct TID activities

Technique: on-the-job training and/or
job instruction training

Technique: coaching and/or counseling

7 5.575 1a Technique:
media

lecture with or without

Identify TID needs6

9

5.414

5.376

10

11 Analyze
determine
solutions

performance problems
any application to

to
T/D

10

11

5.371

5.362

27

21

Assess participants' performance
before and after training to measure
~raining effects

Maintain records of participation in
T/D programs

12

13

5.336

5.260

li

28

Technique: demonstrations

Revise materials/programs
evaluation feedback

based on

14

15

5.163

5.156

13

17

Evaluate i/D needs to set program
priorities

Determine program content (topics)

16 5.008 34 Identify skills and/or
requirements of jobs

knowledge

17 4.953 ~5 Supervise the work of other training
personnel
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Table 8. (Continued)
Rank Order of Activity Items by Impact Score Means

18 4.911 15 Establish behavioral or
objectives for froyrams

learning

19

20

21

22

4.908

4.87:.!

4.870

4.860

1e

12

14

33

Techni~ue: role-playing

Analyze job requirements (job
descrip~ions, task analysis,
observations, etc.)

projec~ future T/D needs

Establish and/or maintain a library of
T/D resources

23 q.8S8 19 Apply adult
theory/instructional
developing program
materials

learning
principles in

content and/or

Counsel with employees on T/D matters24

25

q.8S5

4.771 16 Determine program structure
number of part~c~pants,

configurations, etc.)

(len':jth,
seating

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

4.7qa

4.723

q.615

4.607

4.535

4.563

35

29

q1

33

24

lh

4

organize and/or staff the T/D function
or department

Train others (managers, supervisors,
program leaders, trainers, etc.) how
to train

Assist managers in implementing on
the-job training

Apply concepts of human development in
designing programs and/or materials

Evaluate internal instructors/program
resource persons

Technigue: simulation and/or games

Develop T/D manuals and/or workshe~ts
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Table 8. (Continued)
Rank Order of Activity Items by Impact Score Means

33 4.546 36 Make formal
presentation/plans for
and/or pro jects

management
T/D programs

34

35

4.525

4.500

19

47

Technigue: behavior modeling

Keep abreast of legislation related to
T/D practices (e.g., EEO, Affirmative
Action, OSHA, etc.)

36 40 Counsel individuals
development

on career

37

38

4.450

4.434

49

1k

Attend meetings, seminars, conferences
and/or workshops on T/D

Technique: programmed texts and/or
self instruction

39 4.418 3 Evaluate
methods

alternative instructional

40

41

42

43

4.378

4.374

4.355

4.344

46

1f

5

7

Keep abreast of T/D activities in
other organizations (e.g.,
competitors, other local firms, etc.)

Technigue: case studies

Produce audio-visual materials

Evaluate packaged programs as to their
applicability

44 4.292 38 Maintain information on
and/or benefi tS

T/D costs

45

46

47

4.286

4.245

4.234

51

39

6

Write reports relating to T/D

Use organizational development
intervention techniques (e.g., team
building, inter-group meetings, etc.)

Develop other training materials
besides audio-visuals and manuals
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Table 8. (continued)
Rank Order of Act:ivi~y Items by Impact Score Means

orprogramsiri~e proposals for
projec1:s

Experiment with new T/D technigues
(innova~e or pilot test)

2

524.227

4.16849

50 4.127 42 Interpret data and/or statistics of
T/D

51 4.120 8 Adapt packaged programs
specific training needs

to fit

52 4.100 23 Obtain/hire
resource persons

instructors/program

53 3.983 37 Prepare budgets
and/or projects

for TID programs

54 3.899 26 Evalua~e exeernaI instructors/program
resource persons

55 3.897 20 Iden~ify and/or evaluate external T/D
programs

56 3.791 43 Presen~ data and/or s~atistics (e.g.,
tables, charts, etc.)

57 3.669 50 Arrange fo[ participation in external
T/D programs

58 3.628 9 Contract with outside vendors
(purchase materials, etc.)

59 3.625 25 Obtain/hire external instructors/
program resource persons

60 3.445 10 Technique:
instruction

computer assisted

61 3.439 30 Evaluate proposals
consultants

from outside

62 3.172 32 Evaluate outside
performance

consultants'
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Rank Order of Activity Items by Impact Score Means
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63 3.108 48 Administer tui tion reimbursement
program

64 3.020 31 Obtain (contract with) outside
consultants

65 3.019 1j Technique: laboratory education and/or.
sensitivity training

66 3.010 1n Technigue: job rotation

67 2.724 53 Write articles for periodicals and/or
internal publications
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A rank order of activity items for which responden~s

have indicated a need for new or additional training is

presented in Table 9. The percent column shows percen~ages

of respondents who circled the "x" on the questionnaire due

~o a felt need for more ~raining in a par~icular ac~ivi~y.

The highest ranking needs of respondents relate to the

use of new training and development techniques such as

those which computer ~echnology offers, to franc-end

analyses, to the production of training materials, and to

an under s~anding of ad ul~ learning.
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Table 9

Rank Order of Activi~y I~ems by Perceived Needs

10. Technique: com~u~er assis~ed 45 31.7
instruction

2

3

5

7

9

11

14

3. Evalua~e a~ternative

instructional methods

11. Analyze performance froblems
to determine any application
to TID solutions

5. Produce audio-visual materials

2. Experiment with new TID
techniques

11. Technique: coaching andlor
counseling

19. Apply adult learning theorYI
instructional principles in
developing program content
andlor materials

10. Identify TID needs

39. Use organiza~ional develo~ment

intervention techni~ues

(e.g., team building, inter
group meetings, e ec , )

12. ~nalyze job requirements (job
descriptions, task analysis,
observations, etc.)

4. Develop TID manuals andlor
vorkshee'ts

1k. Technique: programmed texts
andlor self instruction

19. Technique: behavior modeling

14. Project future TID needs

36

34

34

33

33

30

30

29

29

28

28

28

27

25.4

23.9

23.9

23.2

23.2

21.1

21.1

20.4

20.4

19.7

19.7

19.7

19.0
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Table 9. (cont Lnued)
Rank Order of ActiYi~y I~ems by Perceived Needs

27. Assess participants' 27 19.0
performance before and af~er

training ~o measure ~rainin9

effects

16

18

20

22

24

18. Apply concepts of human
development in designing
programs and/or ma~erials

29. Train others (managers,
supervisors, program leaders,
trainers, etc.) how to train

6. Develop other training
materials besides
audio-visuals and manuals

1j. Technique: laboratory
education and/or sensitivity
~raining

13. Evaluate T/D needs to set
program priorities

lh. Technique: simulation and/or
games

15. Establish behavioral or
learning objectives for
programs

lb. Technigue: audio-visuals
(e.g., film, audio tape
video~ape, charts, overhead
projec~uals, etc.)

8. Adapt packaged programs to
fi~ specific training needs

52. write proposals for programs
or projects

38. Maintain information on TID
cos~s and/or benefi~s

25

25

25

25

22

22

21

21

20

20

20

17.6

17.6

17.6

17.6

15.5

15.5

14.8

14.8

14. 1

14.1

14. 1



Table 9. (Con~inued)
Rank O~der of Ac~ivity I~ems by Perceived Needs
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29

30

33

36

37

38

40

41

ActiyitI Itg,!

1m. Technique: on-the-job
t~aining and/or job
instruc~ion training

le. Technique: role-playing

37. p~epare budgets for T/D
programs and/or projec~s

42. Interpret data and/or
statistics on T/D

36. Make formal management
presentation/plans for T/D
programs and/or p~ojec~s

7. Evaluate packaged programs as
to their applicability

43. Present data and/or statistics
(e. g., t ables, charts, e ecv)

22. Conduct T/D activities

33. Establish and/or maintain a
library of T/D resources

If. Technique: case studies

41. Assist managers in
implementing on-~he-job

t r a In Lnq

20. Identify and/or evaluate
external T/D programs

34. Identify skills and/or
knowledge reguiremen~s of jobs

17. Determine program content

47. Keep abreast of legislation
related to T/D practices
(e.g., EEO, Affirmative
Action, OSHA, etc.)

20

18

19

18

18

18

17

17

17

16

15

15

1S

14

13

14.1

14. 1

13.4

12.7

12.7

12.7

12.0

12.0

12.0

11.3

10.6

10.6

10.6

9.9

9.2
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Table 9. (continued)
Rank Order of Activity Items by Perceived Needs

40. Counsel individuals on career 13 9.2
developmen t

16. Determine program s~ructure 13 9.2
(length, number of
partiei~ants, sea~ing

configurations, e~c.)

44

50

53

53. Write articles for periodicals
and/or internal pUblications

51. Write reports relating to ~/D

46. Keep abreast of T/D activities
in other organiza~ions (e.g.,
competitors, other local
firms, etc.)

30. Evaluate proposals from
outside consultants

28. Revise materials/programs
based on evaluation feedback

26. Evaluate external ins~ructors/

program resource persons

44. Counsel employees on
TID matters

25. Ollt ain/hir e exter nal
instructors/program resource
persons

le. Technique: manualS,
worksheets, and/or textbooks

49. Att:end meet ings, seminars,
conferences and/or workshops
on T/D

50. Arrange for participation in
external T/D programs

32. Evaluate outside consultants'
performance

12

12

12

12

12

12

11

11

11

10

10

10

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.0

7.0

7.0
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Table 9. (Continued)
Rank Order of Activity Items by Perceived Needs

9. Can crace II it: h out: side vendors 10 7.0
(purchase materials, etc.)

57

62

65

45. Supervise the work of other
training personnel

24. Evaluate internal instructorsl
program resource persons

35. Organize and/or staff the TID
func~ion or depar~ment

1a. Technique: lecture with or
wi't bo ur media

1d. Technique: discussions

48. Administ:er 1:uit:ion
reimbursement program

31. Obtain (contract with)
ou~side consul~ant:s

1i. Technique: demonstrations

23. Ob'tain/hire int:ernal
instructors/program resource
persons

21. Maintain records of
participation in TID Frograms

1n. Technique: job ro'ta'tion

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

5.6

5.6

5.6

4.9

4.9

4.9
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Over 50 percen~ of ~he respondents indicated that

computer ~echnology, more effec~ive evaluation of programs,

and more effective needs assessments are emerging as

importan~ for training and developmen~ practitioners. A

summary of res~ons€s is presented in Table 10.

----------------------------------

Table 10

Frequency Distribution for Emerging Trends

computer technology

More effective evaluation of programs

More effective needs assessments

~ore behavioral science knowledge

Growing professionalism

Videodisc technology

Teleconference, telecommunication

More knOWledge of governmental regulations

113 79.6

91 64.1

85 59.9

69 48.6

62 43.7

41 28.9

39 27.5

20 14. 1
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The sixty-seven activity items were reduced in order

to obtain a simplified pattern of their relationships,

leading to greater manageabili~y of information. The

theoretical and statistical procedures which were employed

to reduce the number of activity items were described in

detail in the "Analysis of Da~a" section of Chapter III.

The factor analysis statistical procedure, applied to each

of the six theoretical groups, produced a total of fifteen

faCtors: Counsel and Professional Development, one factor

each; Develop Training, Evaluate Trainin';j , and

Adminis~ration, three fac~ors each; and Conduct Training,

four factors. These resul~ing groups of related

activities, referred to as "job factors" in tIlls study,

formed the basis for hy~o~heses ~esting.

In order to determine the correlation between the

. activity items and the factors, factor loadings, which

range in value from -1.00 to +1.00, were calculated. Jae-

On Kim and Charles W. Mueller contend that "factor loadings

less than 0.30 are not substantial".103 Therefore, only

those activity items which loaded 0.30 or more were

retained for each factor. Factors were named on the basis

of this researcher's interpretation of a common theme among

103 Jae-On Kim and Charles W. Mueller, I~£lQ£ Analysi§
st~s!sti£al Method2 ~g Practics1 I§§yg§, No. 14. (Beverly
Hills, California: Sage Publications, Inc., 1978), ~. 70.
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the highest loading items.

Because ~he fac~ors for ~his s~udy were generated trom

six separate fac~or analyses, eigenvalues, fac~or weights

which are utilized to determine significance of factors,

cannot be compared among ~he theoretical ca~egories. This

means that only ~hose fac~ors which comprise a par~icular

theoretical category can be compared in terms of impact on

the job. To emphasize this fact, factors were numcered

from 1 to 6, representing the six theoretical categories

which were factor-analyzed se~arately. Lower case

alphabets were used to distinguish between the factors

which belon9 to the same category; significance of factors

within each category was reported in descending

alphdbetical order. For example, factors which comprise

~he "Develop Training" category were numbered "3" and the

three factors which make up this category were given "a",

"b", and "c" designations, listed in descending order of

imtJact.

The theoretical categories, their related factors, and

ei~envalues are reported in Table 11. ~he fifteen factors

anJ their respective activity items which loaded 0.30 or

higher are presented in Appendix c.
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Table 11

Theore~ical ca~egories, Related Job Fac~ors

and Eigenvalues

I!!~Q.£~i£.sl
f~!~gorig§

Cou nsel

Conduct
Training

Develop
Training

Eval uate
Training

Administration

1 Counsel employees

2a Use ~rainer-led

instructional techniques

2b Use learner-active
instructional techniques

2c Use job/self instruction
techniques

2d Conduc~ training and
development activities

3a Develop programs

3b Determine appropriate
training approach

3c Adapt packaged programs

4a Assess needs

4b Evalua~e ins~ruc~ional

services

4c Assess performance

5a Manage the training and
development function

2.36

5.21

1. 11

4.46

1. 11

4.56

2.30

1.21

5.25

5b Manage outside consul~ants 1.86

5c Manage finances 1.01

Professional
Developmen t

6 Keep abreast of new
developments

2.88



the dnalysis of variance

In addition, Scheffe's

applied to determine the

the three specialization

101

Re§ylt§ 2! I~2ti!lg !!I.2oth~i2 Q.!!~

Research Hypothesis One states t ha t t here is a

difference among the training and deve~opment

specializations in impact of job factors. As Table 2

shows, the two largest specialization categories are

generalist (38.6 percent) and trainer/instructor/learning

specialist (45 percent). Due to small numbers, the

remaining categories were combined into one for pur~oses of

s r a tistical an alysis. Named "other", tbis group coap r ised

16.4 percent of the total.

In testing Hypothesis One,

statistical procedure was used.

Multiple Comparisons Test was

extent of differences among

categories on each job factor.

The results, which are presented in Table 12, ~ndicate

significant differences at the .01 level between the

"trainer/instructor/learning s~ecialist" grou~ and the

ot~er two groups, "generalist" and "other", on three job

factors: using trainer-led instructional technigues,

assessing performance, and managing finances. Si~nificance

at the same level was noted between "trainer/instructor/

learning specialist" and "generalist" on factor 6, keeping

abreast of ne~ developments. At the .05 level, significant

difference was found between "trainer/ instructor/learning

specialist" and "Other" on factor 2d, conducting T/D
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activities.

Although significance, .0225 and .0136, was recorded

for assesing needs and evaluating instructional services,

respectively, the Scheffe Tes~ results did not show those

differences between groups. While factors 2a (using

trainer-led instruc~ional techniques), 2d (conducting T/D

activities) , and 4c (assessing performance) showed a

greater impact on the "trainer/instructor/learning

specialist" group, factors Sc (managing finances) and 6

(keeping abreast of new developments) were more impaetful

on the "other" an d "generalist" groups.
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Research Hypo~hesis Tvo sta~es that the level of

formal education completed by training and development

practitioners makes a difference in impact of job factors.

The eight education levels which appear in Table 3 were

categorized in~o four groups. ~he firs~ three levels,

"completed high school", "some college", and "associate

degree" were combined and renamed "less than bachelor".

This group comprised 28 percent of the respondents. The

level "bachelor's degree" (30 percent) remained the same.

The next tWO levels, "some g~aduate work" and "fif~h-year

certificate", were combined and called "post-hachelor".

Thirteen percen~ of the responden~s fell into this, the

third, category. Representing 29 percent of the

respondents and comprising the fourth cate~ory, named

"graduate degree", were master and doctoral degree holders.

Hypothesis Tvo was tested by the analysis of variance

s~atistical procedure and the Scheffe's Multiple

Comparisons Tes~ of Means. Resul~s of ~he analysis are

presented in Table 13. It shows significant differences at

the .01 level be~ween the firs~ tWO groups ("less than

bachelor" and "bachelor's degree") and the latter two

groups ("post-bachelor" and "graduate degree") on tWO

factors: evaluating instructional se~vices and kee~ing

abreast of new developments; and differences at the same

level between college degree holders and non-college degree
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holders on factors Sa and Sb, managing the TID function and

managing outside consultants, respectively. A .05

significance is inaica~ed on £ac~or 5c, managing finances,

primaril y between "ba.chelor' s degree II and II post- bachelor".

Although a significance of .0356 was reported for

factor 3c, adapting packaged programs, the Scheffe's

Multiple comparisons Test results did not show differences

between groups. In general, the impact of all factors

which showed differences in the Scheffe's Multiple

Comparisons Test was greatest on the groups with higher

levels of formal education completed.
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~es!!lli .Q~ I~ting !!Y.e0thesis Ihreg

Research Hypothesis Three states that there is a

difference in impact of job factors between training and

development practitioners with f~wer than three years of

ex~erience and those with three or more years of

experience. According to Table 6, 31.4 percent of the

respondents reported fewer than three years of experience

as a training and develo~ment praCtitioner, while 68.6

percent claimed three years or more of experience in the

field.

Results of the analysis of variance and Scheffe's

Multiple Comparisons Test of Means are reported in Table

14. This table shows that .01 significance was found

between the "fewer than three years" experience group and

the "three or more years" experience group on three

factors: using learner-active instructional technigues,

evaluating instructional services, and managing finances.

A significant difference at the .05 level was found on

factor 5b, managing outside consultants. The four £actors

which showed significant differences were more impactful on

the "three or more years" experience grou~.
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lean Differences Set.eea fears of !zEerience in ~be lield:
&aalysis of '.riance

Jab !'actor

B"PSl_~sh!:f~!§-1!§l
' ...r CblD 3 or aore

3 ,ears years Significance

1 CouDsel .aployees

2a Use trainer-led instruc
tional tecbnigaes

2b Ose learuer-ac~iYe

lastructional tecbnigues

2c Use job/self ins~ruc~ion

tec:luaiques

24 CODaUC~ ~/D aceiyicies

3a Deyelop prograas

Jb De~eraine appropriace
~raining approacb

3c Adapt packaged prograas

IIa Assess needs

lib IYaluate instructional
••rYlces

5a Banage tbe ~/D function

5b Baaage outside consuLtants

5c Banage finances

, Keep abreast of nev
deYelopaents

• Significant at .05 leYel
•• Significanc ac .01 leYel

49.712

49.902

51.011

liS. 611 a
IIS.331

50.389

51.264

47.028

49.60B

49.853

47.485

116.911

".708

50.1m

50.050

51.562

119.219

119.453

50.694

50.852

U.802

119.3511

51.518

50.200

50.075

51.2811

51.577

51.170

0.8072

0.9337

0.23011

0.3635

0.21183

0.1560

0.71119

0.2833

0.0109*·

0.7Q01

0.9009

0.0317*

0.0507
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SU!a!!L~!:Y

Results of the guestionnaire survey of ~raining and

development practitioners indicate that at least 70

percem:: (1) consider ~hemselves generalis1:s or

trainers/instructors/learning specialists, (2) hold at

Lea s t a bachelor's degree, (3) are 45 years or younger in

age, (4) have been in the training and developmen1: field

fewer than nine years, and (5) have been with the present

organization fewer than twelve years. The numbers of male

and female practitioners are equal.

Respondents concern themselves most with assessment

and delivery of ~raining activities and would like new or

additional training in the same areas, specifically in new

training techniyues and analysis of needs. Computer

technology and more effective needs assessments and program

evaluations were marked as emerging trends in more than

half the returns.

Fifteen job factors, sets of related activities, were

identified and employed in the ~ests of hypotheses.

Significant differences were found between the

trainer/instructor/ learning specialist group and the other

tWO categories on five job factors: using trainer-led

instructional techniques, conducting training and

development activi~ies, assessing performance, managing

finances, and keeping abreast of new developments. The

first three factors showed a greater impact on the
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trainer/instructor/learning specialist category while the

impact of the latter tWO factors was greater for the

generalist and other specializations. The impact of

administration and professional development factors was

greatest on those who have completed higher levels of

formal education. The three or more years of experience

group differed significantly from and scored higher than

th~ fewer than three years group on the folIo winy job

factors: using learner-active instructional technigues,

evaluating instructional services, manaying outside

consultants, and managing finances.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION. RECOMMENDATIONS, AND SUMMARY

The findings of ~he s~udy, which were reported in the

previous chap~er, provide insigh~s into the

characteristics. activities, and needs of trainin~ and

development prac~i~ioners on Oahu. !he review of the

literature, as reported in Chapter II, presents similar

information from national sources. ~ogether, they form the

basis for recommendations relating to the development of

possible preservice and inservice/post-bacc~laureate

trainer education programs in the College of Education at

the University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Di2~ssiQ!! ~,g ~~£~!!u~ndati.Q!l2 t.9£ ~ g!~.§ervi£~ I~ill£

Edy£ation grog£S~

I~ is assumed tha~ students who are enrolled in a

preservice education program are preparing ~o enter a

profession/occupation for which they have little or no

experience and limited understanding of the position's

duties and responsibilities. ThUS, it is incumbent upon

those who develop and implement the preservice education

program to insure that each student is a~are, at least, of

the en~ire spectrum of work-related ac~ivities of

practicing ?rofessionals through an orien~ation course.

Students must also be prepareu to carry out, with
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relative success, en~ry-~evel assignmen~s which are mos~

important and/or frequen~ly performed. According ~o Table

8, the areas which showed high impact in the job of current

r r a i.n.i.nq and developmen~ pxac r Lr Lcne r s are: (1) ae rhods

and techniques, (2) evaLua tion and needs assessmen t, and

(3) program/material development.

1. Methods and Techniques

Activities which make the greatest impact on currently

employed training and develoFmen~ practitioners are those

which relate to the use of methods and techniques for

conduc~ing training and developmen~ sessions. As Table 8

indicates, the specific technigues which showed an impact

score mean of 5 or higher are: discussions; manuals,

worksheets, and/or ~ex~books; audio-visuals; on-the-job

training and/or job instruction training; coaching and/or

counseling; lecture; and demons~rations. According to

Table 1, a mean score of 5 or more indica~es ~ha~ an

activity is at least either extremely important and

performed yearly, moderd~ely importan~ and performed

monthly, slightly important and done weekly, or unimportant

and done daily.

These activities of greatest impact relate to the

uconduct training" theoretical category which is comprised

of four factors: (1) use trainer-led instructional

use job/self ins~ructional techniques, and

tech niques,

techniques, (3)

(2) use learner-active instructional
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(4) conduct training and development activities, and to the

"counsel" category which is made up of one factor, counsel

employees.

Due to the frequency of occurrence and/or importance

of specified ins~ruc~ional ~echni~ues which comprise each

of the factors, one or more methodology courses are

recommended. While techniques which showed major impact

must be emphasized in ~hose courses, other me~hods which

were less significant must also be included in order to

provide students wi~h a wide repertoire of methodology

skills from which to choose.

Since the findings in Table 11 indica~e a greater

impact of "conduct training and development activities"

(factor 2d) and "trainer-led instructional techniques"

(factor 2a) on the instructor specialization, those who

wish to pursue this course of study should pay particular

attention to those techniques while learning other methods

as well.

Although the computer-assisted instructional techni~ue

ranked sixtieth on r h e "impact" analysis (Table 8), it

placed first as a perceived need (Table 9) and was

indicated as an emerging trend by 79.6 Fercent of the

responden~s (Table 10). This emerging technique, computer

technology as applied to instruction, should ~e an

essential part of any trainer-preparation course of study.

A fundamental skill underlies specialized knowledge
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That

skill is facilitation of learning. Although only one

report 1 0 4 mentioned it as being imfortant, it is commonly

understood that facilita~ion skills are a desirable

characteristic of adult educators.

The major techniques which comprise factor 2u, use

trainer-led instructional techniques, were found to carry

the most impact. Although this is a currently common

practice, it may change since Malcolm Knowles has projected

a sbift away from the traditional knowledge and skill-

transmission model toward a competency-development

model. 1 0 5 This projection merits watching since timely

modifications must be made as new developments are

introduced into the field.

2. Evaluation and Needs Assessment

The area of evaluation ranks second as having an

impact on the professional life of training and development

pracl:itioners. Evaluation activities with an impact score

mean of 4.9 or more include front-end analyses, such as

assessments of current and future needs, evaluation of

needs, identification and analysis of job reguirements, and

104- Kathryn A. Ragsdale, IIA Study of the Role of Staff
Development Trainer in Organizations" (Ph.D. dissertation,
North Texas State University, 1978).

105 Malcolm S. Knowles, "Gearing Up for the Eighties,"
Tr~!ning gnd ~lopmen! ~~~! 3~ (July 1978): 12-14.
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analyses of performance problems, which are useful in

determining appropriate ~raining and/or development

programs. I~ also includes performance assessments to

determine effects of training and the use of feedback

information 'to make ~roper revisions for more effective

programs and materials.

The major activities of the "assess needs" and the

"assess performance" factors ranked within the top twenty

activi'ties which were perceived as "needed" by training and

development practitioners (Table 9). In addition, "more

effective evalua tion of prog rams" and ·"more effeCt ive needs

assessments" were indica~ed as emerging trends by 64 and 60

percent of the respondents, respectively (Table 10).

Knowledge and skills in the above-mentioned areas of

evaluation are important for job success in the training

and development field now and in the near future; their

inclusion in a train-the-trainer ~rogram is highly

recommended. These activities are reflected in JOD factors

4a and 4c, assess needs and assess ~erformance,

respectively. since a significant impact was found for job

factor 4c, assess performance, for the instructor s~ecialty

area (Table 11), students who wish to focus on this

specialization may elect to pursue learnings in performance

assessment in greater depth.

3. Program/Material Development

Knowledge and skills in the develo~ment of programs
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and materials are also necessary, especially in ~he areas

of determining program con~en~, establishing objectives,

applying adult learning principles, determining program

structure, applying concepts of human developmen~, and

developing training and development manuals and/or

worksheets. Impact score means of at least 4.5 were

recorded for these ac~ivi~ies, which are encompassed under

factor 3a, develop programs.

Additionally, a need for more training was indicated

by at least 17 percent of the respondents on almost all

activities which comprise fac~or 3b, determine appropriate

training approach. The activities in this factor grouping

for which at least 20 percent of the respondents indLcated

a need are: evaluate alternative instructional methods,

produce audio-visual materials, experiment with new

training and development techniques, dnd apply adult

learning principles. It is recommended that considerable

attention be given to factor 3b activities in a program to

train trainers since current practitioners perceive a need

for more training in ~hese areas.

So far, discussion has focused on the delivery of

training, the development of training programs and

materials, and the evaluation and front-end assessment of

trainin~ programs. The literature review shows that these

areas were suggested as core courses or areas of importance

by the New York Metropolitan Chapter of the American
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Northeastern Illinois University Educational Studies

program, 107 and by Diane Gayeski,108 who ul:ilized

previously reported research on roles and competencies of

train~rs to develop a core of content areas.

These areas--assessing needs, developing materials and

prog ra:ns, conducting training, and evaluating programs

along with feedback and revision--comprise the major

components of the systems approach to instructional

development, sometimes referred to as "instructional

technology". Both the Harrises 10 9 and Langen 1 10 consider

skills in using this a~proach an emerging requirement. Due

to their strong showing in the results of this study, the

previously mentioned components of the systems approach are

highly recommended as re~uirements in a preservice program.

106 Richard M. DiGeorgio, "Training Needs of People New to
Training," Iraining and Q~~!Q£.!~B! ~f!1al 36 (June
1982):22.

107 Jean B. Carlson and James R. Lockwood, "Becoming a
Profession: An Academic Model," In l:1.Qg~l.§ ~.!!.5! £oncep~.§f0f:

T&~LllRD Academi£ l£Qg~~ (Washington, D.C.: American
Society for Training and Development, 1981), ~. 46.

108 Diane Gayeski, "Educating the Training ?rofessional,"
Trainin~ and 2~elQ~~gn£ Journa! 35 (August 1981):65.

109 Philip R. Harris and Dorothy L. Harris, "Twelve Trends
You and Your CEO Should Be Monitoring," I£aiging and
~~lo£m~n! ~ourn~l 37 {October 1983):63-69.

110 Daniel Lee Langen, "The Training Director: Competencies
for the Future," {Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A&M Universil:y,
1980}.
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It is essential that one or more courses in each of

~he four component areas be offered and that these courses

be carefully coordina~ed in order ~o maximize the

interrelationship of the areas to each other and to the

whole ins~ructional development process. This is based on

the concept of synergy which states that the total effect

of coordinated and cooperating components is yreater than

the sum of the componen~s taken independen~ly. This means

that the program requirements which are developed to

support the components must be in place in time for the

first graduating student to have completed them all.

The four components and related topics are presented

below. The topics represent activities which showed at

least a 4.5 impact scoLe mean (Table 8) or for which at

least 20 percent of the respondents indicated a need for

more training (Table 9). Indeed, they are essential areas,

however, the program must also include other topics which

were not gleaned from the results of this study, but are

considered basic par~s of each componen~.

Needs Assessmen~ ~Q~EQngn~

Identification of training and development needs

projection of future needs

Prioritization of needs

Analysis of job requirements

Analysis of performance problems
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~rog£Am/Hat~lg! QgY£!QE~gn! f2!E2n2~!

Development of learning objectives

Determination of program structure

Determination of program content

Application of adult learning principles

Application of human development concepts

Evaluation of alternative instructional methods

Development of manuals and/or worksheets

Production of audio-visual materials

Experimentation with new techni~ues

I£aining Qeliyg£I ~QmponeA!

Discussion

Manuals, worksheets, and/or textbooks

Audio-visuals

On-the-job training and/or job instruction trainin~

coaching and/or counseling

Demonstrations

Role-playing

Simulation and/or games

Behavior modeling

Computer-assisted instruction

organizational development intervention techniques

Facilitation of learning
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Assessment of par~icipants' performance

Revision of ma~erials/program

Evaluation of internal instructors

A review of numerous preservice training-related

dcademic programs which are offered across the United

Sta tes revealed t hat almost all require an in ternship as

the culminating ex~erience. Because the internship seems

to be !~~ key experience in which a synthesis of all

ac~uired competencies is required and because this

researcher has heard many positive comments regarding the

value of this experience from directors of similar programs

at mainland colleges and universities, a recommendation is

made to include an internship as a major re~uirement of ~he

program.

In addition, behavioral science knowledge was

indicated by nearly 49 percent of the respondents as an

emerging trend and repor~ed by Ragsdale 1 1 1 as impor~ant.

ThUS, it merits watching for possible inclusion in the

program at a later date, but for now, it may be considered

a viable cognate area. Other cognate area sugges~ions

include human relations and communica tion s, which

111 Kathryn A. Ragsdale, "A Study of the Role of Staff
Development Trainer in organizations," (Ph.D. dissertation,
North Texas State University, 1978).
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Ragsdale,112 Fernandez,113 Clemen~,114 and Olivas11 S claim

are vital for current and fu~ure craining and development

practitioners.

It has become apparen~ ~hat the range of skills needed

for on-the-job success requires an interdisciplinary,

in~erdepartmental program. This revela~ion implies the

establishment of a college-sponsored program wich a

coordinator to be housed in the College Dean's office.

In sum, a preservice trainer education program should

include an orien~ation co education in non-school settings

for students in their first year of studies. Following

this, learning experiences covering ~he components of ~he

sys~ems approach ~o ins~ruc~ional development and courses

in an appropriate cognate area should be completed by the

nex~ to the last semes~er. This will provide each studen~

with maximum preparation for a challenging and successful

Lnt e rnsb Lp during the last semes~er.

A possible program of

112 Ibid.

studies for tr aining and

113 Egberto Fern andez, "competencies Needed by Training and
Development Managers wi~h Implica~ions for Training
Programs," (Ph.D. dissertation, Colorado State University,
1982), p. 84.

114 Ronald W. Clement, James W. Walker, and Pa~rick R.
Pinto, "Chansing Demands on the Training professional,"
Training ~nd Q~velopmeB£ Journal 33 (March 1979) :3-7.

115 Louis
Trainers?"
1983):62.

Olivas and
Igini.!!£l

Tom Inman, "ihat Concerns Today's
~ Dev~lo.12J!~ ~Q..!!!:ill 37 (JUly
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development undergraduate majors is presented below.

1. General education core: liberal arts courses for pre

education majors

2. ?rofessional education core: social, psychological, and

curriculum foundation courses

3. Non-school education orientation and instructional

development components:

a. orientation to education in non-school settings

b. Needs assessment component

c. Program/material development component

d. Training delivery component

e. Evaluation component

4. CO<jnate area: courses in a related field

5. Internship with seminar for interns

The general education core and professional education

core were derived from current college of Education

requirements. The latter three areas were recommended as a

result of the present study.

Activities which relate to evaluation of instructional

services (factor 4b), to administration (factors Sa, Sb,

5c) , and to professional development (factor 6) are

generally more impactful in the job of individuals with

post-baccalaureate training (Table 12) and those who have

been in the training and development field for at least

three years (Table 13). An awareneS3 or overview of the
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ac~ivi~ies which comprise ~hese fac~ors could be in~roduced

to preservice s~uden~s bue in-dep~h ~reatmen~ is bes~

reserved for the inservive/post-baccalaureate level which

will be discussed nex~.

As repor~ed in Chap~er 11, ~he New York Metropolitan

cha p r er of ~he American Socie~y for Traininlj and

Development advised that "a training and development

program should follow ~he logic of how erainers'

responsibilities grow in the real world in order to be

relevan~ ~o the audience's needs".116 If this advice is to

be heeded, ~hen learning experiences rela~ive ~o evalua~ion

of instructional services (factor 4b), administration

(fac~ors Sa, Sb, Sc), and professional developmen~ (fac~or

6) may be more relevan~ when introduced in-dep~h at the

inservice/post-baccaldureate level since indications are

that ac~ivi~ies which are rela~ed ~o these areas carry a

greater impact in jobs of practitioners with higher degrees

(Table 12) and those who have been in the ~raining and

development field lon~er (Table 13).

Therefore, a pos~-baccalaureate program with

116 Richard M. DiGeorgio, "Trdining Needs of People New to
Training," Training ~nd Deyg!QE!eB£ JQ~nal 36 (June
1982) : 22.
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foundations in adminis~ration of ~raining programs in non

school organizations is recommended. Based on the results

of the current study, learning experiences in the following

areas are highly advised:

-Training and development personnel administration;

specifically the hiring, supervising, and evaluating of

outside consultants, and internal and external

instructors/program resource persons.

-General management; especially in organizing the training

and development function and maintaining information and

records.

-Financial management. focusing on maintaining financial

information, preparing budgets, and negotiating contracts

relating to the procurement of resources.

-Comprehensive planning; including long-, intermediate-,

and short-range planning; emphasizing the planning and

presentation of proposals for training and development

programs; and keeping abreas~ of related legislation, of

developments in other organizations, and of innovations

in the field as they arise.

For programs at the inservice level, learning

experiences which address current needs and emerging trends

are essential in order to upgrade the skills and knowledge

of those who are in the field. This can be done by

establishing a part-time, rotating lec~ureship position to

be filled by outstanding professionals who are in
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continuing employment with another organization and who are

invited to teach current to~ics on a temporary, one

semester basis.

Continual assessment of needs and trends and the

timely dissemination of such information are imperative to

the survival of any academic program in training and

development. The program coordinator and professors who

teach the courses must be in close touch with local

practitioners and other sources at the forefront of the

j;lrofession.

Currently, the greatest need and a very visible trend

is the use of computer technology to deliver instructional

programs. Implications of this for the trainer are

enormous: from training employees to accept this new, and

sometimes frightening, technology to developing software

for the specific needs of the organization.

Re~Q~!!~gatigg,2 for D!£.!:her Ac.!:ion

1. This study focused on one type of adult educator,

an instructor who is hired by an organization to work

primarily with the employees of the same organization.

Another type of adult educator is em~loyed by an

organization to serve its clients or customers, or the

general public. A study of the activities and needs of the

latter group is in order if an academic program for

preparing adult educators in general is being considered.
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2. continual assessments of needs and emerging trends

in ~he field are highly recommended. Timely additions,

deletions, and modifica~ions of frogram requiremen~s and

offerings are essential in order to meet changing needs.

An on-going advisory commi~tee wi~h ro~a~ing

membership of prace Le Lonecs who represent the range of

training and development specializations and types of

organizations can provide fast, timely, and rela~ively

reliable information about changes in the field which may

carry implications for program modifica~ions. A corollary

of this is that the University's process for effecting

program changes must also be fast, efficient, and reliable

in order tha~ appropriate modifications can be made when

they are still relevant, and with minimal disruption. This

re~uires tremendous program flexibility 2nd adminis~rative

flexibility.

3. As the training and developmen~ field expands,

specializations which were considered "other" in this study

may begin to grow to ~he extent that a study of their

unique requirements would be warranted and findings

incorporated in~o one or more specialized program ~racks.

The same is true for free-lance practitioners, better

known as external consultants. Because the definition of

"training and development prac~i~ioner", as it was employed

in this research, excluded outside consultants, a separate

study of their job-rela~ed activities and ~raining needs is
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recommended at a time when indicators show a growing need

for a specialized academic course of study in this area.

4. Due to the differences be~ween classroom ~eaching

and training and development functions, and to the wide

range of possible organiza~ions in which a trainer may be

employed, academic advising which is specific to training

and development should be ins~i~u~ed. Advisors mus~ be

able to bring together the needs and goals of individual

students with what is happening in the real world in order

to sugges~ a relevan~ program of study.

5. The level of generality and type of da~a

(activities and needs) obtained and the sta tis tical

procedures u~ilized in ~his s~udJ allow this researcher ~o

recommand: (1) "themes" for a preservice program and for an

inservice/post-baccalaurea~eprogram, (2) four components

within the preservice program "~heme", and (3) r opLcs of

importance for each of the four instructional development

componen~s and for ~he pos~-baccalaureate program. Because

the development of specifics, such as course outlines and

objectives, number of credits, and significance and

sequence of courses, cannot be derived from the results of

this study alone, a task force (or task forces), comprised

of professionals with exper~ise in one or more of the

recommended components or topics, should be formed. This

would provide a more reliable basis for decisions re~arding

the above-mentioned specifics.
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Sum!!!ary

National figures and local Fosition announcemen~s show

a growth in the training and development function of pUblic

and private organizations. This trend, along with a

realization that the roles of those who instruct

organization employees and those who teach children and

adolescents differ considerably, has created a need tor

more professionals who are specifically trained for

positions in training and development.

In response to this, institutions of higher education

throughout the nation have begun to offer programs which

are designed to mee~ the needs of currently employed

training and development practitioners and to prepare those

who wish to enter the field. Likewise, the College of

Education at the University of Hawaii at ~anoa is

interested in developing an academic program ~o meet local

needs in this emerging field.

The purpose of this study was to determine joo-related

activities and training needs as perceived by full-time

training and development practitioners in order to

formulate recommendations for an academic program. This

activities analysis ap~roach is based on the technical

model of curriculum development.

The survey research involved the use of a

questionnaire which sought ~o identify fre~uency of
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occurrence, importance to the job, and need for new or

additional training of sixty-seven work-related activities

of ~raining and development practitioners. The

questionnaires were personally delivered or mailed to an

available population of currently-employed, full-time

~raining and development prac~itioners on Oahu. OUt of a

possible 194 responses, 142 were received in usable form,

giving a usable return rate of 73.2 percent.

Frequency distributions of population characteristics

showed an equal representation of the sexes and a

relatively young group of practitioners, where

appxoximately 73 percent were below the age of 45 years.

The highest level of education attained ranged from

completion of high school to possession of a doc~oral

degree, with 72 percent having attained at least a

bachelor's degree and 29 percent holding a graduate degree.

Nearly one-third of the respondents have been in the

training and development field fewer than three years and

almost half have been with the present organization fewer

than six years. Forty-five percent considered themselves

to be trainer/instructor/learning specialists while thirty

nine percent described themselves as being generalists.

Based on the assumption ~hat both frequency and

impor~ance data are necessary for developing

recommendations for an academic program, the scores of both

scales were combined by adding the fre~uency and importance
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values for each item per respondent. This contrived value

was referred to as "impact score".

A ranking of impac~ score means showed ~hat dc~ivities

relating to methods and techniques of de!~vering

ins~ruc~ion, needs assessments, and evaluation of programs

were highly impactful in the job of a training and

developmen~ prac~itioner. An analysis of perceived needs

revealed that trainers would like new or additional

training in the use of the compu~er as an instructional

tool, in needs analysis, in the production of training

materials, and in adult learning principles. Computer

technology, more effective needs assessments, and more

effective program evaluations were considered emerging

trends by more than half the respondents.

Factor analyses of activities resulted in the

identification of fifteen groupings from the original

5ix~y-seven items. The fif~een job factors were identified

as:

Counsel employees

Use trainer-led instructional techniques

Use learner-active instructional techni~ues

Use job/self instruction techniques

Conduct training and development activities

Develop programs

Determine a~propriate training approach

Adapt packaged programs
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Assess needs

Eval uate instructional services

Assess performance

Manage the training and develo~ment function

Manage ou~side consultants

Manage finances

Keep abreast of new developments

Tests of hypotheses showed significant differences

between the trainer/instructor/learning specidlist ca~egory

and the other two specializations on the following job

factors: using trainer-led instruc~ional techniques,

conducting training and development activities, assessing

performance, managing finances, and keeping abreast of new

developments. Rhile the £irs~ three factors shoved a

greater impact on the trainer/instructor/learning

specialist category, the latter tWO factors were more

impactful for generalis4s and others.

Five factors--evaluating instructional services,

managing the training and development function, managing

outside consultants, managing finances, and keeping abreast

of new developments--made a significant impact in the job

of respondents who have completed graduate degrees. Those

with three or more years in the training and development

field differed from their less experienced colleagues on

four factors: using learner-active instructional

techniques, managing outside consultants, managing
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finances, and evaluating instructional services. ~ greater

impact of all four factors was recorded for the group with

more years of experience.

The findings served as a basis for recommendations for

preservice and inservice/post-baccalaureate academic

programs. At the preservice level, the process of

instructional development, based on the systems approach,

was recommended. This process includes skills in needs

assessment, program/material d~velopment, training methods

and delivery, program/material evaluation, feedDack

utilization, and program/material revision. Knowledge of

adult learning principles and facilitation skills also were

suggested as important. In addition, an orientation to

education in non-school settings, an internship, and

cognate areas were recommended.

An inservice/post-baccalaureate program with an

emphasis on administration and professional development was

recommended since those factors made a significant impact

in the job of more experienced and/or higher educated

trainers. A focus on administration of education in non

school settings with emphasis in training and development

personnel administration, general management, financial

management, and comprehensive planning, along with

continuous updatin~ on new developments in the training and

development field were recommended.
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University of Hawaii at Manoa
0IIce of .... o..a. CoUep of~

WIlt Hall ADDu 2. RoolD 128. 17711 Uaivenity Aveaue
Haaolulu. Hewali lllIIIZ2/Cable Addretl: UNJHAW

~anuary 28. 1983

Hr. John Doe
Director of Training
XYZ Corporation
9999 King Street
Honolulu. Hawaii 96800

Dear Hr. Doe:

As • doctoral student in education, I have become very much aware
of the growth and potential of the training and development
profesaion both nationally and locally. Over the past two years.
I bave met personally and corresponded with a number of college
and university leaders from across the mainland who have begun to
offer degree program5 and coursework specifically to train
trainers. They tell me that other institutions of higher
education are planning to establish similar programs.

The College of Education at the University of Hawaii is currently
e~loring the possibility of offering a program to meet the needs
of Hawaii's trainers. 50 far. its contacts with local training
and development professionals have been encouraging. In order to
proceed on firm ground, however, the College needs a detailed
picture of trainers' activities and needs. As a profess ional in
the field. your input is extremely valuaDle. Your response to
the enclosed questionnaire will be appreciated very much. The
ten to twenty minutes necessary to complete the survey are very
important. for your contribution will help determine what
8ervices eventually will be provided to you and your colleagues.

The questionnaire is marked on the cover at the upper right
corner. The sole purpose for this identifying number is to
follow up on nonrespondents. Please be assured of complete
confidentiality; neither your name nor the name of your organiza
tion will be placed on the questionnaire. nor will it be used in
the report.

I will be most happy to answer any questions you might have.
Please feel free to call me at 999-9999. Thank you for yot.!%'
consideration and professional assisCoance. I look forward to
bearing from you by February 14. 1983.

Sincerely.

PUlela Kimura
Doctoral Candidate

Encl: questionnaire
return envelope .

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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C)
UDlvenlty of HawaU at Manoa

CoD••• 01 EdllCltlu

A .urvey to detera1ne activltie. and n••d. of
tralnlns and develop~nt profes.lonale to

better .erv. thl. arovlna prof•••lon 10 Havali

WHAT DO YOU DO AS A
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL ?

.1•••••nww.r .11 the queationa.
lf you wi.h to co-.ent on any
que.tion or qualify your &Dsver••
please use • aeparate aheet of
paper.

"turn th1a quaat10nube tOI

'a.18 limara
Collese of Education
Univeraity of Bav.ii
1776 Univer.ity Avenue
Honolulu, Havaii 96822 -W

'"



What port doea each of the followina activltle. play in your Job a. a traininl and/or develop.ent (hereafter
referred to •• T/D) professionalf After each activity itea are three coluaoe. FREQUENCY, IMPORTANCE, and HBID.

fREQUENCY indicates how often the activity occur••
DA means daily. doing it every day
WK means weekly. doing it fro. once to several tiaes per week
HO means monthly. doing it fro. ~nce to several tiae. per aonth
YR means yearly. doing it several times per year or less
HA means not applicable. it is not done st sll

IMPORTANCE indicates how necessary the activity is to your vork.
EI means extremely important
HI means moderately important
81 means slightly important
UN means unimportant

NEED indicates whether you need new or additional traininl In the activity.

Activity ItellS

1. Use the follovina .ethods or technique••

a. lecture with or without media • • • •

fRBOUEHCY
Circle ONI
answer per
.tatement

DA WK HO YR MA'

IMPORTAHCE
Circle-OIl
anewer pal'
atatement

II HI 51

nlD
Circle I oolJ
if you uad
crainIna

x

b. audio-visuals (e.i •• fil•• audio tspa. vidaotapa. chart••
overhead proJectuals. etc.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA WK HO Yi HA II HI 51 UN ](

c. aanwlls. worksheets. and/or textbooks • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA WK HQ Yi HA

d. discussions •

e. role-playina.

f. case studies.

8. behavior aodelina • , . . . . . . ..

DA WK HQ Yi HA

DA WK HQ Yi MA

DA WK HQ YR NA

DA WK HO YR NA

II HI 51 UN

II HI 81 UN

11 HI 51 UN

II HI 81 UB

II HI 81 UN

I

X

I

I

I

h. simulation and/or a.... •

i. demoustrations. • • • • • • •

J. laboratory education and/or ••n.itivity trainlnl••

DA WK HO YR NA

DA WK HO YR NA

DA WK HQ YR NA

11 HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

11 HI 81 UN

I

I

I ..
CAl
-.a



k. prolr....d texts and/or ••If instruction. . . . .. . .
lUQUENCY

DA WIt ItO YI IIA

IMPOITANCI

II HI 81 UN

!!!!!!
X

1. coachina and/or cOUDselina. • • • • • • • •

a. on-the-job training andlor job instruction trainina •

n. job rotatioD. • • • . • • • • . .

DA W ItO Yll HA

DA W ItO Yll HA

DA WK HO Yll NA

II HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

II HI 51 UN

x

x

x

G. computer assisted instruction • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• DA W ItO Yll HA

p. other--specif~ •• DA WIt ItO YI HA

2. Experiment with new TID techniques (innovate or pilot teat). • • • DA W HO YI HA

3. Evaluate alternative instructional aethods • • • • • • • • • • • • DA WIt ItO YI HA

4. Develop TID manuals snd/or worksheets. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA WIt ItO YI HA

S. Produce audio-visual aaterials • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• DA WIt ItO YI HA

6. Develop other trainins materiala besides audio-visuals and ..aual. DA W ItO YI HA

II HI 81 UN

81 HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

11 HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

II HI 81 DB

II HI &1 UN

X

X

x

x

X

I

I

16. Determine program atructure (length, number of participants,
seating configurations, etc.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA WIt HO YI HA

7. Evaluate packased prosrama as to their applicability ••

8. Adapt packased prosraas to fit specific trainina needs •

9. Contract with outside vendora (purchaae ..teriala. etc.) •••

10. Identify T/D needs • • • • •

11. Analyze performance proble.. to determine any application
to TID solutions • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

12. Analyze Job requirements (Job descriptions. task analyai••
observations. etc.) ..•...•.•.•..•.•••

13. Evaluate TID needs to set prolraa priorities • •

14. Project future TID need••••••••••••

15. Establish behavioral or learnina objectives for proar....

DAWitHOYlHA

DA WIt HO YI HA

DAWltItOYRHA

DA WIt ItO YI HA

DA WIt ItO YI HA

DA WIt ItO YI HA

DAWittoYRHA

DA WIt ItO YR HA

• • DA WIt to 11 HA

II HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

81 HI 81 UN

81 HI 81 UB

II HI 81 UN

II HI &1 DB

11 HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

II HI 81 UN

I

x
x

x

I

X

I

X

I

x
..
W
Q)



23. Obtain/hire internal inatructora/proar.. resource peraona. • • •• DA III ItO Y1 HA

24. Evaluate internal instructors/proar.. reaource peraona • • • • • • DA III II) Y1 HA

25, Obtain/hire external inatructors/prosr.. resource persona. • • • • DA III II) Yi HA

11. Det.~Da proar.. content (toplca) ••••••••••••

18. Apply concepts of buaan develop.ent in desilDinl prolr...
and/or ..terial. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

19. Apply adult learninB tbeory/instructional principlea in
developing proBraa content and/or ..terials. •

20. Identify and/or evaluate external T/D proaraaa • •

21. Kaintain records of participation in T/D proar.....

22. Conduct T/D activities • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

. . . .
REQUEHCY

DAIilHOYlIi

DA III ItO Ya Ii

DAIilItOYRHA

DA III HI) YR HA

DA UK ItO Yi HA

DA III ItO Y1l HA

IHPOaTAHCI

II HI 51 til

II HI 81 UH

II HI &1 OM

II HI 81 UII

II HI 81 OM

II HI 51 UII

II HI 81 UH

II HI 51 UN

II HI 81 OM

!!!m
X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

26. Evaluate external instructora/program resource persons • • • • •• DA UK II) Yi HA

27. Assess participants' performance before and after trainina to
.aasure trainina effects • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA W ItO YI HA

28. Revise materiala/proBrama based on evaluation feedback ~ • • • •• DA UK HI) la HA

29. Train others (manasers, supervisors. proara. leaders. trainera.
etc.) how to train • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA UK. NO YI HA

30. Evaluate proposals from outside consultants. • • • • • • • • • •• DA W HI) 11 HA

31. Obtain (contract with) outside consultants • • • • • • • • • • •• DA WI II) YI HA

32. Evaluate outside consultants' performance. • • • • • • • • • • • • DA III HO YI HA

33, Establish and/or'maintain a library of T/D resourcea • • • • • •• DA III ItO YI HA

II HI 81 OM

II HI 51 UH

II HI 81 UH

11 HI 51 UH

11 HI 81 UH

11 HI 81 UH

11 HI &1 OM

El HI SI UH

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

36. Hake formal management presentation/plans for T/D progr...
and/or projects. • • • • • • • • , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DA III HO YI HA

34. Identify skills and/or knowledge requirementa of joba••

35. OrBanile and/or staff the T/D function or department • •

. . . . . DA III II) Ya HA

DA III II) YR HA

II HI SI UN

11 HI 81 UH

11 HI SI UN

][

X

][

...
W
\Q



37•. P~epa~. budleta fo~ T/D P~OI~'" aud/o~ projecta •

nEQUEHCY

DAIIKII)YRIIA

IMPORTANCI

II HI 51 011

!!!!
x

38. Kaintain Infor.atlon on T/D coata and/or ben.flta. • • DAIIK}I)YRIIA III HI 51 UN x
39. Use oraanlzstional development InterventioD technique. (•••••

tea- bulldins, IDter-sroup meetings, etc.) • • • • • • • DA 11K }I) YI HA II HI 51 UN x
40. COURsel Individuals on csreer development. DA 11K ItO Yl HA II HI 51 UN x

41. Assist managers In ImplementIns on-the-job tralnlnl. • • • DA 11K ItO Yl HA II HI 51 UN x

42. Interpret data and/or statistics on T/D. • DAIIKItOYlHA II HI SI UN x

45. Supervise the work of other traloiol peraonn.l

I

I

I

II HI 81 UH

II HI 81 UH

11 HI 81 UH

DA W }I) Vi NA

DA W HO YR HA

DA W HO YI NA.. .• •..
43. Present data andlor statiatics (e'I" tables. charta, atc.).

44. Counsel with employeea on TID ..ttera. • • ~ • •

46. leep abreast of TID activities io other oraaoiEatloDe (•••••
competitors, other local firma, etc.) •••••• ' •• . . . DA W ItO YR IIA 11 HI SI UN x

53. Write articles for periodlcala and/or Internal publlcatlona.

SO. Arranae for participation in externsl T/D proar... •

49. Attend meetings, seadnars, conferencea aDd/or workabop. OD T/D

47. Keep abreast of leslslatlon related to T/D practicea (e.I.,
BED, Affirmative Action, OSHA. etc.) ••••••

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

II HI SI UN

II HI 51 UN

EI HI 51 UN

II HI SI lJ)I

II HI 51 UN

II in 51 UN

11 HI 51 UN

DA 11K ItO Yl NA

DA 11K }I) YR HA

DA 11K ItO Yl IIA

DA 11K ItO YR HA

DA 11K ItO Yl HA

DA 11K }I) Yl IIA

DA 11K II) Yl IIA

. . . .

. . . .51. Write reporta relatloa to T/D. • • • • • • •

52. Write proposala for proarama or project. • •

48. Administer tuition reimbursement prosr.. • • • • • • •

54. Other--specUy' _

------------------------_. .
DAWHOYRNA

DA 11K ItO Yl HA

DA W HO YR NA

DA 11K ItO YR HA

II HI SI UN

11 HI 51 UN

11 HI 51 UH

EI HI 51 UN

x
x

x
x

..•o



SSe Ublcb of the followinl beat deac~lbea JOU~ ~/D apacleli.etIOD! (CI~cle ON! cholca.)

1 GENERALIST
2 TIlAINER/IHSTRUCTOR/LEAllHING SPECIALIST
3 CAREER DEVELOPKEHr COUNSELOR

4 ORGANIZATION DEVELOPHENT
5 MEDIA SPECIALIST
6 OTHEil-SPECIFY, _

56. What Ie the hiBheat level of education that JOu have coapleted! (Circle ONI choice.)

1 SOME HIGH SCHOOL
2 COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
3 SOME COLLEGE

4 COMPLETED COLLEGE--SPECIFY DEGREE AND HAJOR~ _
5 SOME GRADUATE WOn--SPECIFY MAJOR
6 COMPLETED GRADUATE WORK--SPECIFY :D~EG=IB=E-:AND~-::MAJ~O::::R::------------

51. Vhat la your 8ge? (Circle ONE choice.)

1 UNDER 25 YEARS
2 25-34 YEARS
3 35-44 YEARS

so. What la your aex?

1 FEMALE

4 45-54 YEAllS
5 55-64 YEARS
6 65 YEARS OR OVER

2 HALE

59. Bow aeoy yeara hava you baen a TID prof.allonall 11l1S

60. Bov .any yeara have JOu been in you~ pr.aent o~l.nl..tIOD! 1BlIS

61. Which of the follovl08 do you feel are e.e~8toa .. I.,o~t.nt for ~/D p~ofa••loDa1a' (Clrcl••11 that .,,1,
aod/o~ vrlte 10 other oev knovledae. akilla. attitude•• )

1 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
2 TELECONFERENCE. TELECOMMUNICATION
3 MORE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE
4 HORE EFFECTIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
5 HORE KNOWLEDGE OF GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS
6 MORE EFFECTIVE EVALUATION OF PROGRAHS
7 GROWING PROFESSIONALISH
8 VIDEODISC TECHNOLOGY
9 OTHER--SPECIFY

If thare la anythlna elae you would lik8 to write about what you do. pleaa. uaa a .eparat. abaet fo~ that ,urpo•••
You~ contribution to thia .u~ey la aloce~.ly appreciated.

TIIANX YOU

.
6:..
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Factor 1: Counsel employees

~Qsding !£tiY!ll It2

.16 40 Counsel individuals on career development

.11 44 Counsel with employees on T/D matters

.68 41 Assist managers in implementing on-the-job
training

.64 11 Techni~ue: coaching and/or counseling

.63 29 Train others (managers, program leaders,
trainers, etc.) how to train

Factor 2a. Use trainer-led instructional techni~ues

.85 lc Technique:
textbooks

manuals, worksheets, and/or

.77 ld Techni~ue: discussions

.73 lb Technique: audio-visuals (e.g., film, audio
tape, videotape, overhead projectuals,
charts, etc. Us/ Us

.62 1a Technigue: lecture with or without media

.56 li Techni~ue: demonstrations

.53 1h Technique: simulation and/or games

.47 1e Technique: role-playing

.34 19 Technique: behavior modeling



Fac~or 2b: Use learner-ac~ive ins~ructional techniques

.73 19 Technique: behavior modeling

.68 1£ Technique: case studies

.63 1e Techni~ue: role-playing

.60 39 Use organizational development intervention
techni~ues (e.g., team building, inter
group meetings, etc.)

.50 1h Technique: simula~ion and/or games

.47 1j Technique: labora~orl

sensitivity training
education and/or

~actor 2c: Use job/self instructional techniques

.72 1n Technique: job rotation

.67 1m Technique: on-the-job training dnd/or job
ins~ruc~ion training

.62 10 Technique: computer assisted instruction

.52 1k Techni~ue: programmed ~ex~s and/or self
instruction
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Factor 2d: Conduct training and development activities

.15 22 Conduct T/D activities

1j Technique: laboratory
sensitivity training

education and/or

.38 1k Technique: programmed texts and/or self
instruction

-.36 10 Techni~ue: computer assisted instruction

Factor 3a: Develop programs

.18 17 Determine program content

.17 16 Determine program structure (length, number
of participants, seating configurations,
e t c s )

.67 19 Apply adult learning theory/instructional
principles in developing program content
and/or materials

.66 15 Establish behavioral or learning objectives
for programs

.62 18 Apply concepts of human development in
designing programs and/or materials

.39 4 Develop T/D manuals and/or worksheets
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Fac~or 3b: De~ermine appropria~e training approach

.82 2 Experiment with new
(innovate or pilot test)

T/D techniques

.70 3 Evaluat:e alternative ins~ructional met:hods

.49 5 Produce audio-visual materials

.48 6 Develop training materials besides audio-
visuals and manuals

.46 19 Apply adult learning theory/instructional
principles in developing program CODt:ent
and/or mat~rials

.45 4 Develop T/D manuals and/or worksheets

.44 18 A~ply concepts of human development in
designing programs and/or materials

.35 15 Establish behavioral or learning objectives
for programs

Factor 3c: Adapt: packaged programs

.84 8 Adap~ packaged programs to fit spec~fic

training needs

.83 7 Evaluate packaged programs as to their
applicabilit t

.32 6 Develop other trainins materials besides
audio-visuals and manuals
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Factor 4a: Assess needs

.81 14 projec~ fu~ure T/D needs

,.81 13 Evalua~e T/D
priorities

needs set program

.77 12 Analyze job requiremen~s (job descrip~ions,

task analysis, observations, etc.)

.74 11 Analyze performance problems to determine
any ap~lica~ion ~o T/D solutions

.68 10 Identify T/D needs

.43 42 In~erpre~ da~a and/or statistics on T/D

.39 34 Identify skills
requirements of jobs

and/or knowledge

.34 20 Iden~ify and/or
programs

evaluate ex~ernal T/D

.33 24 Evalua~e in~ernal

resource persons
ins~ruc~ors/program

Factor 4b: Evaluate instructional services

.91

.89

.66

26 Evaluate external
resource persons

25 Obtain/hire ex~ernal

resource persons

24 Evalua~e in~ernal

resource persons

ins~ruc~ors/program

ins~ructors/program

ins~ruc~ors/program

.44 42 Interpre~ data and/or statistics on T/D

.42 20 Identify and/or
programs

evaluate external T/D
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Factor 4c: Assess performance

.88 27 Assess par~icipants' performance before and
after training to measure training effects

.87 28 Revise materials/Erograms based on
evaluation feedback

.45 34 Identify skills and/or knowledge
requirements of jobs

.30 11 Analyze performance problems to determine
any application to T/D solutions

Fac~or Sa: Manage the training and development function

~oading !Qti.!in !!g~

.83 35 Organize and/or staff the T/D function or
department

.77 36 Make formal mdnagement presentations/plans
for T/D programs and/or projects

.62 45 supervise the work of other training
personnel

.59 23 Obtain/hire internal instructors/program
resource persons

.59 21 I1aintain records of participation in T/D
programs

.55 33 Establish and/or maintain a library of T/D
resources

.53 37 prepare budgets for T/D programs and/or
projects

.52 43 Present data and/or statistics (e. g. ,
tables, charts, er c , )

.49 38 Maintain information on 'I/O cOStS and/or
henefits
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Fac~or 5b: Manage ou~side consul~an~s

.89 31 Obtain (contract with) ou~side consul~an~s

.86 23 Evaluate outside consultants' performance

.79 30 Evalua~e proposals from ou~side consul~an~s

.42 23 Obtain/hire internal
resource persons

instructors/program

Factor 5c: Manage finances

!=Qading

.69 38

.68 9

.60 37

.60 48

.40 33

Maintain informa~ion on T/D costs and/or
benefLr s

Contract with outside vendors (purchase
ma~erials, e~c.)

Prepare budgets for T/D programs and/or
projec~s

Adminis~er ~ui~ion reimbursement program

Establish and/or maintain a library of T/D
resources
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Fac~or 6: Keep abreas~ of new developments

.73 46 Keep abreast of T/D
organizations (e.g.,
local firms, e~c.)

activities in
com pe ti tors,

ot:her
other

.70 51 Write reports relating to T/D

.67 49 At~end meetings, seminars,
and/or workshops on T/D

conferences

.66 52 Write proposals for programs or projects

.62 50 Arrange for par~icipa~ion in ex~ernal T/D
programs

.62 47 Keep abreas~ of legisla~ion rela~ed to T/D
practices (e.g., EEO, Affirmative Action,
OSHA, e~c.)

.45 53 Wri~e articles for periodicals
interndl pUblications

and/or
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